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Holland City News.
25.

HOLLAND,

®lte §foltott<l dity ^euis.

MEKDF.wr^rA».M.^

VOL. XIII.— NO.

VANPUTTEN.Wm., Dealer In

Drugs, Medlclnes,Palnts,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. VahDsn BsBo’sFamlly Medicines;RlverSt.

For

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

$ocal.

Alabastlne, Whltinf and Colors i n

Eremers & Bangs.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN,
OFFICE: No.

58

Fresh roasted Peanuts

iness.

EIGHTH STREET.

WILLIAmIT ROGERS.
year

Mrs. Jose Y. Santana,with her hus- L. Rice, whe lays out "Work for a Conband and children,from Caracas, Ven- stitutionalConvention;” be would have
ezuela, and he is as happy as anybody can
cabinet members sit in Congress and be

all other

be with his perverted ideas of orthography.

One of bis "numerous admirers” calling

choice California Canned Goods at

upon

if
Oeaeral Sealers.

wisdom, which may be stated in cate

of

on the English
“Bombardment of Alexandria,”by Lieut.
Commander Goodrich, of the United

stricturesin the Century

chetical form somewhat as follows:

V

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

retreat,

Kremehs & Bangs.

& SONS., General Dealers
In Drv Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.

NOTICE.

"What

is

your

favorite piece of scul-

After having completed our repairs and pture?”

Biieli.

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
'firstInsertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent /"UTY

tion of legislative work and the execution

sylvan

in large and small cans at

T7AN PUTTEN G„

10! PRINTING Promptly awl Neatly Eiecntei

this social philosopher at hia

responsible to the country for the incep-

of the law of the land. Among the oonas soon as be was fairly settled trlbutlens to "Open Letters” tre a review
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint and bad bis lares and penates in order, by Mr. Howells of “Two Notable Novels”
and drew from him the following suggesta and a reply to General Stone’s recent

PESSINK’S.

Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc.:River st.

advance; #2,75
paid at three month*, and $t.00 if
paid at six month*.
if paid in

der Hynds, li full of anecdotes of that re-

XnUrrimd.

kinds of Nuts, Candies, Bananas and
\f EYEK, BROUWER * CO., Dealers in all
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,

Terms of Snbserlptieii:

'1.50 per

645.

markable backwoodsman and pioneer
"Josh Billings” is spending the summer statesman. The serious side of this numat Saratoga. He has with him hla daughber Includes an importantpaper by Isaao

furniture.

Editor and Publlthtr.

\

and

NO.

ter,

Drug Store.

oil, go to the Central

WHOLE

1884.

26,

Joifa Billisgi

iiAUM

Perfumeries.River street.

WEEKLY newspaper.

A

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

changes we are

now

prepared

States Navy.

“The Milestone Nearest Home.”
“Are you in favor of woman’s rights?”

to furnish

HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.

For th« Holland t'itv Hew*:
flour to the public that will give entire satisfaction, we guarantee it to be the best
The members of the Union club, of
"I am ; but she can get more rights out
and purest ever put in the market. Every of him by trusting to his gallantry than by Holland City wish to lay before their fel8 00
8 50 J 500
1 Square
“
5 00 8 00 10 00
sack we will warrant, if pdt up in our own
low citizens a statement of the reasons
“
8 00 10.00 17 60
Mctoand branded “Furity, new process trying to out-argue and out-vote him.”
10 00 17 00 25 00
>4 Column
which have led them to join the political
T>U(ENIX
HOTEL.
Jas.
Ryder,
proprietor.
"How
do
you
define
humor?”
flour, City Mills.”
17 00 25 00 40 ao
Jt Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R'y depot,
BECKER
& BEUKEMA.
25 00 40 00 65 00
"Humor,
when
genuine,
is a happy mix- organization known as the Union party of
has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three table is unsurpassed. Free Hack lor accommodathe state of Michigan, hoping that others
ture of truth and pathos.”
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
FITS; All Fits stopped free bv Dr.
changes.
may be induced to follow their example.
"What do you think of interviewers?”
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
lines, $2.00 per annum,
"Clever fellows— perhaps necessary We have been for many years loyal memThis hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubFish strs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accom- Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits evils.”
bers, some of the Republican and others
lishedwhitout charge for subscribers.
i£r All advertising bills collectable quarterly. modations can always be relied on. Holland, cases. Send to Dr. Klifie, 931 Arch St.,
of the Democratic party, voting for tho
"What
do
you
think
of
the
noble
red
8-ly
Phila., Pa.
_
12-ly
man, and the schemes for elevating him ?” candidates, and advocating the principle
Liver? Ml Bile BUblei.
$ilil ^OlttlsS.
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
"I have a very diluted opinion of the of these bodies. When the Republican
|>OONE II., Livery and Sale Stable. Office Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White- Indians. I have lived among them. An conventionlately met in the city of ChiOhicago & West Michigan Bailway.
13 andbarnon Marketsireet.Everythingfirst- wash brushes, call at
Indian*hasbut two traits of character- cago and adopted a platform for tho fall
class.

The onlv

3 X.

first-classHotel in the city. Is
located In the business center of the town, and has
one of the largestand best sample rooms in the
Bute. Free bus In connectionwith the Hotel.
Holland,
10-ly

1 T.

6 x.

Mich.

2
8

47tt.

O

Mich.

From Chicago

to

to Holland.

Ni’t

TTAVERKATE.G.

,

From

J., Livery

and Boarding

Hotel.

li stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott’s

Day Ni't
Mail.
Exp. Exp.

TOWNS.

Exp.

...Bangor.
_____

to

IN

33-tf

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS ore

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO..

1

Proprietors

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

YT’AN RAALTE,

B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Rapids.

From Holland
Grand

From Grd. Rapids
in. p.

....Holland ..... 10
....Zeeland ..... 10
..Hudsonvllie... 9
....Grandville... 9
..Grand Rapids.. 9

10 45
p .m

m

p.m.

1 15 9 50
02
9 40
9 15
45
8 55
32
15 12 25 fi 35
10;

OTEGENGA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan.
9-1 y

O

PhrilclMs.

m. p.m. p.m.

s.

to
__

Notary Publics.

Holland.

to
a.

DEST,

R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
13 found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vauderveeu’sBlock.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Muskegon

From Holland
Miukegon.
m.

a. in a.

to

m.

10 10 t5*
10 30 5 55
3
10 40 6 10
11 00 fl 85
* 4
11 08 6 40
4
1) 45 7 15
4
p W. p. m. a. m.

p.

Holland.

3

0(>

....Holland.... 1 in 3 00

3

25
35
00
05
40

...West Olive...
2 35
2 27
...Johnsvillc....
..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05
...Ferrysburg... 12 20 2 tiO
... Muskegon... 11 55 1 25
p. m. p. m.

to

Allegan.

From Holland

9 40
9 17

907
8 50
8 40
+8 05

p.m.

.

From Allegan to
Holland.

a.m. p. m.
p. m. a. m.
3 00 •8 00 ........ Holland ....... 10 10 1 35
3 20
8 30 ........ Fillmore ....... 9 50 1 05
9 42 12 50
8 50
8 85
980 12 15
3 47
9 30
9 05 *11 35
4 15 10 10

Surgeon. ResiIV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., aud
from 5 to

6

p.m.

Ledeboer.

19-tf.

\
M

26-ly.

$eu! pwetisementsi.

PbRspapber.

TYTYKHUYSEN,

YV

Taking EffectApril 6th, 1884.

700

... Britton..

10 10

.Tecuraseh. 9 57
.. Tipton... 9 42
Cambridge 9 30

Addison.. 906

..Jerome

..

8 51

..Moscow.. 8 44
..Hanover
..Pulaski ..

8ai

Homer

800

.

..

..

8 22

..Marshall 7 32
...Ceresco.. 7 19
Battle Cr’k 700
.^ugusta..A. X.
.TorkviUe..
..Richland..
..Montieth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L
.

P. X

8
3
3
8
2
2
2

35
30
19
02
47
21

01
53
1 41
1 30
1 06
12 87
12 25
12 05
11 43
11 84
11 28
10 49
10 39
10 33
10 20
A. X.
1

4
4
8
3
2
1
1

WU’

(gut

24-1 y.

in this

world than

"Have you any

a

sentiment of tho

no

country. Not one tem-

perance plonk, not even a fragment or

tame deer.”

of n plank appeared.Almost
was recognized, almost

splinter

faith in weather pro-

55
20

1 07
12 87
12 10
11 20
10 15
9 46
9 00
8 12

753
7 39
6 15

555
540
5 15

A. X.

dee.^fthT.' I!
WUK
Wabash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecmnseh, with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L.8.&M.8. At Hanover with L. B. A M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. AM. S. (Unsing Division) and
’Air Line Division of the Mich. Central.At Marshall, with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
ChicagoA Grand. Trunk and If. C. R. R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapid! A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.

itarfeftsJ.

(Correctedevery Friday by E.
Apples, 18 bushel....;.....
Beans, ft bushel ........

J.

Harrington.)
(ft

1

... 1 25 ft

1

00
60
16

Eggs, « dozen.
Honey, » lb...

ft

16
18
75
40

(ft

ft
Potatoes, f) bushel ........

(ft

every other cause

every other interest down to that of the

wool-grower, mentioned and approved;
but tho great cause of temperance and tho

bodies and souls of
and brothers, who
are being ruined by strong drink, had
interest

of

the

,

multitudes of our sons

never a word.
Bids were

made

for the votes of the s#l-

diers and sailors, of tho negroes, of civil
service reformers, in short, of

men of

al-

most every politicalstripe, but the temperance men and women

of the land

were

quietly ignored. It was evident that the
party managers

WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Freight and Ticket

bad weighed

the long-

in the

Chicago

aM

total silence in the face of earnest
ol

Agent

appeals

good men and women of the land, cry

did spring from the monkey^

the country yearly, 100,000 precious lives

fidel. If I

am

if an infidel, I

an idiot. God made me one;

have made

myself

one.

A

and $900,000 000 of money.
Under these circumstances we abjure
and protest against the existingparties,

learn infidelity from books or and denounce them as in tacit league with
from his associates,but ho can’t learn it the liquor traffic. Invoking the blessing
from his mother nor from the works of of Almighty God upon our efforts,we

Id

Micl

God

mean henceforth to maintain at the polls
sod elsewhere,in every honorable and

around him.”— Boston Herald.

Nicholas for August

illustrated

and

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

some beautifulpictures. The frontis- plying the principles and methods of what
Agent Chicago and Wett Michigan Railway. piece, by Monks, is also illustrativeof
is known as civil service reform.
Holland, Micb., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf this paper. An interestingsnd Instructive
8. The sanctity of the Christian Sabpsper is that entitled " Paper: Its Origin bath, as the day appointedby God for hia

HE.

“WTXjIMIS,
a large,

and history,” by Chas. E. Bolton, which own worship, and to be won back from
is accurate without being technical, and
the profane uses to which it isjopw so

and

is

has put In his shop

newengiue
and the
latest im preved
pump machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;

.................. 5

10
25
58
%
25
Flue Cora Meal V) KiO lbs ......... (ft 1 60
Feed, V ton .. ....................
(ft 24 30
*100 lb .....................
(ft 1 25
Ha?.
V
ton
......................
7
00
8 00
ty,
toi
1 00
Middling,
*
100
lb
— Qg, , - J
40
Oats, * bushel.
‘ ......
I
600
PearlIBarli
Barley, *100 lb ........
55
Rye *
*bUL_
........... ........
bush...
1 25
Tfmothy Seed, * bushel ..........
M)
Wheat, white * bushel .............
Red
.............
95
LancasterRed, * bushel....

3

boiler,

also

agricultural

implements of all descriptions; the Esterly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper atfd the Advance Mower, the Orand de Tour* tbreebotse sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend
plow, best in the market, the Renaming*
““P1 BondV HcBUGn,
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
General Passenger Agent
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishing land made, containing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
I. 0. Of 0.
HoUandCity Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder8 inches for every tooth, Dowaeiac Wheel
of Odd Fellows, bolda its regular meetings at Odd Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cultiFellows Hall, Holland,Mlcb. on TueidayEvenlng
vators combined. Albion Wheel Spring
Attonsyi.
of each week
Toeth seeders and hsrrows combined,
Yialtingbrothers
arecordiallylnylted
.
JJOWARD. M. D., _Clalm Agent, Attorneyand
Wolum Zkkh, N.G. Studebakerfarm and freight wagons,
.

Full* “

Both the great political parlies,by their

monkey

is a profusely practicable way, the following principles,
seasonable midsummer viz;
the United States and Canadas. Money
number. It opens with a charmingly
1. The prohibitionby statutory and
can be saved by purchasingticketsof me. written and illustrated article on "Old
constitutional enactments, of the manuThrough Bills of Lading issued and rates Shep and the Central Park Sheep,” in
facture and sale of alcoholic liquor as a
given for freights to all points, Call and
which Franklin H. North tells about New beverate.
see me before making your journey or
York’s city sheep farm, and tor which
2. The purification of our municipal
shipments.
Jas. A. Monks and W. Taber have drawn state and national administration, by ap-

lbs

.

a

And, then,

"I would rather bo an idiot than an in-

St.

00 (ft 5
................(ft 1
Coro, shelled V bushel ............ (ft
Flour, Vbrl... ...... ...............(ft 5
B)

make

man.

did the

-^iiailwayez

(Carrectedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, fl bushel ............. @ 125
Bran, A 100 IN ....................(ft b0
Barley, * 100 lb ..................... (ft l 20

V

a

where
monkey come from? Those things for moral reform, deliberately because silent partners in the great national crimo
bother me.”
“How do you regard infidels and infi- and curse of intemperance, which costs

if

man

make

man may

IP.

Coro Meal * 100

before she could

delity?”

Grain, Feed, Eto.

Clover seed,

think that nature had to

Sells tickets to all principal points in

Produce,Etc.

11

02
42
10
47

Train Connections. ,

WM

Jewelry and

QOIM EAST-

.Ridgeway.10 06

.

dealer In Watches, Clocks,
Spectacles, cor. Ninth and

H..

Cedar streets.Holland Mich.

Pass. Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
A. X. P. X. P. M.
A. X. A. M. P. M.
10 10 5 20 5 05 L.Toledo.A11 80 505 6 50
11 02 7 00 6 03 ..Dundee'.. 10 80 4 00 500
7 54 6 27
8 04 6 31
6 41
8 25
9 00 6 57
9 30 7 10
10 25 7 33
7 50
11 05
7 57
11 20
11 46
8 07
8 18
12 10
1 06 8 40
2 22 9 09
2 49 9 22
8 80 9 40
4 15 P. X.
4 33
4 46
6 03
6 21
6 36

civilized Indian is of

Ice.

'V’ATES. O. E., Physicianand Surgeon. Office
Families desiring Ice at any time or for
X at residence on the corner of River aud
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late the season can leave their orders at the
Dr. B.
48-ly.
hardware store of
R. KANTERS & SONS.

Michigan and Ohio Bailroad.

11 27
11 82
11 43
12 00
12 15
12 40
12 59
1 07
1 19
1 30
1 52
2 22
2 34
2 56
3 20
8 29
3 86
4 16
4 27
4 88
*•4 45
P. X.

A

Walsh.

50-ly

a. m. p.m.
m. a.m.
- .uiicu inuuB.
"TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Galt Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sun- XX lery opposite this office.
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
WatchiBMd Jsvsiry.
7:50 am. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Mnskegonat 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south, l)REYMAN,OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
at 5 50 am and 8:55 am.
13 dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
and EURith Street.

CentralTime

more use

recognitionof tho growing temperance

to civilize those traits is with a

pothrough the skiu in pimples,eruptions, sibly a faculty for condensatiou. 1 have
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the discovered that if I can’t say a thing in litical balance against the mm sellers and
blood pure health of the system will folthe whiskey interestand decided for the
one or two lines, I can’t say it at all.”.
low. For sale by H.
22-4t
latter. The Democratic convention fol"What Is your opinion of evolution?”
"I don’t think much of it. I don’t lowed with like results.

ITREMEKS, H., Physician and

p.

OOIN3 WEST

way

suffering temperance people

m. p.m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

*

the

campaign, we looked anxiously for some

cruelty, the other is deceit— and the

renovator aud invigarator of the system phets ?”
carrying away all poisonous matter aud
I look upon all prophets in these days
restoring the blood to a heulthy condition,
as cranks, who believe four times as much
enriching it, refreshing and invigorating
both mind and body. They are easy of as they can prove, and who can prove
administration,
prompt in their action, four times as much as anyone else believes.
certain in their results, safe and reliable in No man has any right to be a prophet unall forms of disease. Every moment of
less he is a good guesser. Prophesying
our lives, every part of our bodies, is
wearing out and is being built up anew. don't pay. If you get it right, no one reThis work is accomplished by the blood. members it; if you get it wrong, no one
The blood if pure makes the entire circuit forgets it.”
of the body every seven minutes. But if
"What is brevity ?’’
it becomes weak or vitiated and does not
"Brevity is the long and short of it.”
perform Us work properly the system is
actually poisonedby the worn-out matter
"What do you consider your own posi
clogging the vital organs instead of leavlion among humorous writers?”
ing the body. Cleanse the blood when"I am simply a paragraphist, with posever you find Its impurities bursting

of Mugger MUlt; (Steam Saw and Flour

V

is

minie ball.

U., Livery and Sale Stable; great blood purifier, liver aud kidney remNinth street, near Market.
edy and life giving principle, a perfectKinufactorlei.kills, Bbsps, Stc.

.1

one

only
It Will Cure You!

VTIBBELINK, J.

p.m. p. m. a. m.
p.m. p. m. a. m.
10tO5 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
4 28
.10 30 .... lo 35 East Saugatuck 2 45
110 40
10 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9 42 4 18
fll 32 2 05 11 30 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07 3 30
___
2 37j 8
55 3 10
/U 55 2 17 11 50 _
1 25 3 00 1 ft. .Benton Harbor.12 40: 8 00
55
1 50 3 10 1 15
.8t. Joseph... 112 30 7 55 1 50
3 15 4 20 2 30 ..New Buffalo.. 11 30' 7 1812 45
7 30 6 50 5 25 ....Chicago ..... I 8 55 3 40| 9 55
a.m. p.m p.m.
la.m.ip.m.lp. m.

p.

__

Kremers & Bangs.

Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.

Holland
Chicago.

_

W

T'*1-

F-

,

illustratedby W. H. Drake, from draw- frequently and so unblusbinglyapplied.
made at the mills where the paper is
T. J. BOGGS, Prefident.

ings

manufactured on which St. Nicholas

is

T. Romkyn Beck,

See'y.

printed. Louisa M. Alcott contributes a

summery "Spinning-wheel story,” called
Remarked by R. C. Joiner, of Allen P.
“The Little House in the Garden,” with O., Hillsdale Uo.,Mlch.: "Nothing gave
the suggestive subheadings, "Bears,” my rheumatism such quick relief as Dr.
"Boys,” and "Babies;” the “Historic Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Boys” story is about "Baldwin of Jerusalem: the Boy Crusader;”while Maurice

Thompson takes "Marvin and his Boy
Hunters” through a quail-hunting trip and
a bear

adventure.

.

Mr. E. Springer, of Mecbanlcsbnrg,Pa.
writes: "I was

afflicted

with

lung fever

and abscess on lungs, and reduced to a

.

As usual with the

A Walking Bkelaton.

"

Midsummer

day Number.” the August Century

commonly attractivein

Holiis

un-

pictures, fiction,

walking ikeieton. Got a
Dr. King’s
tion,

New

which did

•nd anecdotal papers. An outdoor qual- bought

trial bottle

of

Discovery for Consump-

me

so

much

good that I

a dollar bottle. After nalog three

the season, is notice- bottles, found myself once more a man,
able in John Bnrrongh’s fresh woodland completely restored te health, with a
and field paper, "A glance at Brittiah hearty appetite,and a gain In fleah of d8

ity, appropriate te

lbs.” Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store and
top buggies, Wild Flowers, ” which Alfred Paretos,
get (tee a trial bottle of this certain cure.
new
kind
of
walking
cultivators,
6-tooth,
the English artist, haa illustrated In a
Coaalitlss Xtrehut.
8-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cultiF. & A. U.
lively dec# rative style. Of the anecdotal Large bottles91.00.
-r-tBAPH w
Commission Merchant, and
ARnouLABCommunlcation of Unity Lodoi, vators,Aultmao and Busael A Co. steam
dSderYn Grain,°ifl™ar an* FraSS. Highpapers, W. T. Stedd’s sketch of "Chinese
it market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick No.rSl.F. A A.M.. will be held at MMonieHall threashers.Engines from one-horse to
The Three Outlets of dlseaee aw the
Sore cor Eighth A Fleh streeU, Holland, Mich. 17
one thausand-horsepower. Call and see Gordon” bat the flavor of peraonal acbowels, the skin snd the kidneys. Reguquaintanceaet faith with Interesting and
Snfi sal MsMsbia.
‘0#d*
rtphic cbutctwintlra. An tothestlc late their action with the best purifying
River 8t.t Holland,Mich., Apr. 10, *84
R. B. B«*t,:W.M.
piper on On. Sun Homton, by Alexia- tonic, Burdock Blood Bitters.
D.L.Botd.Jm'v.

Noun

B

Public; River street.

William Baumqaitil, K. 8.

Kalamszoo open

n

D*e,f7,

XrT
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m
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LASHED TO A BRONCHO.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

State is constitutional. At Muscatine a were 192 Mures in the United States and
similar decision has been rendered, but an twenty-three in Canada. The total in both
appeal has been taken. . .The owners of ooun tries the previous week was 198 ____ A
The Kansas Democratic State Conven60,000 head of cattle in Oklahoma have Loudon dispatch states that t^e eldest tion will meet at Topeka Aug. 20, to nomi- An English Cattle-Owner Stripped nnd
daughter of Matthew Arnold is engaged to be
formed a
Tied to a Wild Pony.
married to Frederick Whitridge, a New York nate candidates for State officer. ...It is
ingc&re
lawyer.
said that Senator Mnhone will endeavor to
..
The total value of the produce exporta enjoin the Secretary of State in Virginia Rescued After Seven Days— A Wronged
Bv a boiler explosionat Mount Vernon,
Ohio, two tramps sleeping in a blacksmith from the United States last week was from issuing poll-books under the new apHusband's Terrible Revenge.
portioument,claiming that the measnre
shop near the scene were killed— one named $7,073,000.
failed to pass the Legislature by a twoJohn Carey and the other unknown... .
Lieut. Gberly and six of his fellow[Omaha dispatch to Ohlcaoo Herald.]
thirds vote.
Some boys playing in a lumber-yard at
explorers
were
taken
from
their
permanent
M.
Boussaud, a wealthy cattle-owner,
Davenport nnearthed a box containing sevThe assignment of Tucker, Hammond
eral pounds of counterfeit10-cent pieces, camp in Smith’s Sound, on June 22, by the
whose
herds range in the unorganized ter& Co., jobbers of small wares, at Boston, is
bearing the date of 1845 ____ Some carrier steamers Thesis and Bear, and were landed
ritory
of
NorthwesternNebraska, has just
pigeons liberated at Springfield,HI., flew to July 17 at St John’s, Newfoundland. announced. Liabilities,$100,000. .. .The
returned
from the annual “round-up" in
Cleveland in abont eight boors.
Seventeen others of the expedition per- privatebank of G. Hall, at Elmira. N. Y..
that
region,
and relates a tale of the plains
ished from starvation,and one was patronized by business men, laborers and that is, in some respects, a counterpart of
fanners,
has
failed.
The
deposits
are
relost while hunting seals. The
the orthodox Mazeppa. When Boussaud
corpses
twelve
the party ported at about $100,000.
.
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THE NEWS CONDENSED,
THE EAST.
Form famiKee of "assisted" immigrants
from Ireland, and four from Germany,
who armed

New

York the other day,
The brick manufactYork and New Jersey have

at

will be sent bade ......

New

urers of

agreed to close their yards for the season
Sept 20, thus greatly cnrtailing the produc-

THE SOUTH.

of

of

Three masked men

at Mitchell’s Sta- were brought back, the remains of lie
tion.
tion, near Culpeper, Va., bound and other five having been swept out to sea by
Edwabd Yakd, Jr., & Co., lace mer- gagged Frank Somerville, took him to the the winds. Greely and his surviving associates would have perished in forty-eight
chants, of New York, have failed. The
cellar of his store, where they removed his hours but for the relief expedition.They
liabilitiesare estimated at $1,000,000.The clothes ami tarred his limbs. They then won the honor of reaching the farthest
blew open the safe and carried off $1,800 in known point to the northward. Capt. Ash,
valne of the assests is not fully known.
J. J. Deavitt,formerly a practicinglawer at money. When Somervillewas discovered
ice-pilotof the Bear, gives the following
he was unconscious.
St Albans, Yt, has failed for $50,000.
particularsof the discovery and rescue of
Mrs. Almira Hart Lincoln Phelps, Lieut. Greely and his companions:
While in the woods near Fritztown, Pa.,
An officer of the Thetia found a record on
William Seachrist was attacked by seven an educational authoress and teacher of one point of land, intimatingthat Greely and
polecats, who scratched and bit him for high repute, died at Baltimore July 15, her party were all well, and had left Fort Conger
Aug. 9, and, after an auspiciousjourney,st91st birtbdav. She leaves an estate valued
twenty minutes. He killed six of them
rived at Barred Inlet Sept. 29. The iccoru also
.

with a dub, and lay helpless
by his neighbors.

.

.

when found

at $1,000,000.

While

Valentine Fritz was lying in bed

Peddeb, manager for Arnold, at his home in Baltimore, his idiot son, 20
Co., of New York, has trans- years old, entered the room, and with a
ferred his valuable New Jersey property to hammer drove a three-inch nail into his
father’s head. The presence of the nail
the firm, from whom he has embezzled, it
Henry

C.

Constable

A

was not discovered until the following day,

between $100,000 and $500,000. when a doctor extractedit by cutting
Herbert Seymour, the confidentialbook- around it with a knife to secure a hold for
keeper of the company, is said to be a the nippers. Fritz is still living.
defaulter in the sum of $50,000 .....
Bob Hunt and Dan Parker (both colMrs. O. E. Browne, the mother of Arte-

is alleged,

ored) were hanged at Greenville,
Miss. The former killed Barrel Best
(colored) st Befuge, Oct. 6, 1883.
summer complaint among children ..... A The latter killed Bichard Barrett
company has been formed to build and (colored) on Deer Creek. May 11, 1884.
mus Ward, died

recently at Waterford,
Me., in her 78th year ..... Five suspected
oases of cholera in New York proved to be

operate a public crematory, to be heated
Both confessed their guilt ____ Commings
with natural gas, on the outskirtsof PittsNelson was hanged at Houma, La., in the
burgh, Pa.
presence of 2.000 spectators,for the murder of John Martin, in Terre Bonne Parish.
The culprit remained firm to the last ____
Sam Williams, a colored man, was executed
Fletcher A Sharpe, bonkers at Indianat Waynesboro, Ga., for the murder of
apolis, closed their doors, owing to inabilClem Bush.

THE WEST.

Indicated the exact point on Cajie Sabine where
the victorious exploringparty wore encamped.
immediately dispatched to the indicatedlocality, which was distant abont three miles. In
the meantime the Thetis sor.nded her whistle,
which was heard by Greelv in his camp. The
unwonted sound awoke the slumbering and
fast-slnkingexplorers. When the launch reached
the ice in the vicinity of the camp a solitary
man was seen descending to the strand with
uncertain steps. He had heard the whistle and
saw the approaching l>oat. The crew of the
launch regarded this as an evil omen. As soon
as the Ice foot was touched I jumped
ashore, and accosted the lone stranger:
“How are yon all?" He answered faintly:

The steam launch of the Bear was

Prehident Arthur has called for the reached his ranch about the middle
of June he found his cowboys nursresignation of Gen. Longstreet,United ing a young man vjjhom they had rescued
States Marshal of the District of Georgia. from the back of a broncho. When disAttorney General Brewster complains of

,

A

WASHI.liUTOlV

.

is

POLITICAL.

.

An artesianwell

is

.

to be bored at Aber

19. The Greenback

men and the shneks of the women and

State Conventionwill

deen, Dakota, with a view to obtaining convene at Grand Bapids Aug. 27.
Col. John A. Martin, editor of the
permanent power to run a mill producing
200 barrels of floor per day ..... The ac- Atchison Champion, was nominated for
quittal of Loir, implicated in the murder of Governor Of Kansas by the State Bepublitne Ward brothers at Devil'sLake, Dakota, can Convention at Topeka. Albert H. Horwas followed by (he quashing of all the in- ton was nominatedfor Chief Justice of the
dictments.... .Frank E. Everett, banker at State Supreme Court, and W. A. Johnson
Golden, Colo., committed suicide while in- for Associate Justice.
sane from the use of chloral ..... Mrs. Sylvia S. Olds, living near PawPaw, Mich.,
committed suicide by drinking kerosene

GENERAL.

and arsenic.

The

be

extricated .....

The police of Vienna have been instructed
to arrest Mormon missionaries who are
found endeavoring to make converts
.
French, the Chief of the Irish detective
force, has been sent to jail on a serious
charge.
.

Paul Hammer, the
who has been onested
of preaching

.

alleged American

in Austria on a charge

Mormonism, turns out

to be

a

portrait painter,a Dane by birth, and only
Postal, Bal- a residentof Nevada for a very brief time.
. .Owing to the disaffection
of the native
timore and Ohio, and Bankers and Merpolice at Cairo, British officers will be apchants' Companies agreed to pool their pointed to take their place.
earnings and expenses for a period of
Gen. Walker, United States Consul at
twenty-five years. Hereafterthe lines of
Paris, says that city is unusually healthy.
the three companies will be under one management. The consolidated company will There has been no cholera there as yet He
have control of 16,000 miles of pole lines promises to nse every precaution to prevent
and 120,000 miles of wire, which will be the introduction of the contagion into the
operated in connectionwith the Bennett- United States. . .Advices from China indiMackey cable ..... Knight & Wilson’s foun- cate that the Chinese troops have been
dry, machine shop, and eight other build- withdrawn from the Tonqmn frontier, as
ings at Alliston, Ontario, were destroyed was demanded by France. This, it is
by fire, causing a loss of $100,000.
thought will avert war between the two
It is reported by way of Jamaica that the countries.

An important telegraphiccombination was

village of Cedar Springs, Mich.,

was destroyed by fire, four persons losing
their lives.

children were heartrending in the extreme.
Some delay was experienced before

the victims could

A damage of $50,000 was done

by flames at the saw-mill of John White, at
Cheney, Mich Fonr men lost their lives in
i'flre at Toledo ____ A. A J. C. 8. Harrison,
the Indianapolis bankers, suspended last
week, the firm applying for a receiver.Two
of the men proposed declined to act. and
the Sheriffwas placed in possession The

consummated

last

week. The

.

.

deposits are between $500,000 and
$600,000, a large amount of which is
trust, and $40,000 city funds....
Cotter, Beattie A Co., general merchandise
and lumber manufacturersat Ovid, Mich.,
are insolvent. .. .The commission firm of
Harmon, Spruance A Co., of Chicago, has Cuban insurgents under Aguero obtained During the voyage of the steamer St
suspended. A shortage in corn amount- two rather important victories over the Donstan between Marseilles and Liverpool
ing to 1,000,000 bushels is said to be the
Spanish troops recently. The Captain- two passengersdied from the effects of
cause of the Mure.
General has summoned a connoil of officers cholera. On its arrival at Liverpool the
A Helena (Montana) dispatch says that to agree on a concertedplan against the steamer was twice disinfected, and the
five hone-thieves,whose names are un- rebels. The Governmenttroops are said stores taken on board at Marseilles
were destroyed. ..... .L. A. Englehardt,
known, were hanged at Bocky Point, on to be demoralized.
London merchant, has Med.
The
National
Educational
Association,
the Missouri Biver, by a band of cowbovs,
with liabilities put at £270,000.,...
organizedfor the purpose of clearing ont which drew six thousand teachers to MadiThe Marquis of Lome is becoming inthe thieves infesting that section.Thiny- son, Wis., elected Prof. Louis Soldan, of
terested in the importation of healthy
two stolen horses were recovered. This
cattle from the Western States of America
makes a total of thirteen horse-tliieves St. Louis, President A plea for the education of women in the South, made by through Canada, and is to introducea
hanged and shot in the Judith and MuscleMiss Clara Conway, of Memphis, attracted deputationto Lord Carlingford in that inshell section within the past three weeks.
more attention than any paper presented at terest. . .There hare been 100 arrests at
Judge Beiningeb, at Mason City, Iowa, the session. Monsignor Cnpel delivered a Warsaw in connection with the plot to blow
has decided that the prohibition law of the brief address..,,Daring the week there up the palace during the Czar's visit
.

a

.

was

and

“Excursionswere run to the colored campmeeting in Jarrell’s Woods, near Worton
Station,in this county, from several points
in Maryland and Delaware. From Millington, in the latter State, came a crowd of
men who had a feud with the negroes of
this vicinity. The 3,000 negroes on the
grounds had been drinking whisky all day,
and were in a good humor for a fight. One
“There are seven of us left yet." of the Millington men commenced to ill-treat
We were all strnck with dismay. Gathering the horse of a negro from this town and
up hastily a little food and stimulantswo hastprecipitateda row, in which 2,000 men parened to the Gseely encampment and there beheld a heart-shattering scene. A gale of wind ticipated, which lasted nearly three quarters
was blowing. The tent had been shattered and of an hour and during which fully one
had fallen on the wearied and dying men. We thousand shots were fired. The mob beentered and saw a scene of unspeakable misery
came thoroughly infuriatedand carried on
and desolation.Haggard faces, staringeyes
gazed at us. One of the six sufTerers a guerilla warfare from behind trees until a
was pointed to as dying. We at once Sheriff's posse, two hundred strong,charged
began " to feed them with light food,
the woods into the center of the
and dispatched the launch to the through
Thetis for assistance. Cant Emro and camp. The new-comers had arrived by
special train from Charlestown and promptly
Dr. Ames came on shore, a fire was kindled, hot

milk-ponoh was prepared, restorativeswere
ity to realize, bnt claim that the assets are
Martinet, editor of the New Orleans applied, and in less than an hour the woebegone
sufferers were able to stand staggeringlyon
ample to pay all claims. The failure Standard, the organ of the colored Bepub- tneir feet. Ten bodies were unearthed and two
caused runs on other banks. The receiver licans of Louisiana, recently accused the disinterred from the ice foot and brought down
to the steam-lannch to be transfened to the
places the liabilitiesat $1,800,000,with as- Custom House officialsof sending gangs to ships. Two of the living party were strong
enough to be led along on their feet. The qther
sets of abont $2,200,000..... J. K. Armsby
break up Blaine and Logan Club meetings.
A Co., canned-goodsdealersat Nos. 22 and Dupont, the Naval Officer of the New Or- five were borne down on stretchers with thb
greatest care. In the midst of a tempestuous
24 Biver street, Chicago, have transferred
leans Prrt, resentedthese statement©, and sea and a terrible gale of wind the living and
their entire stock and assets to George B. meeting Martinet the other day, angry dead of the Greely arctic colony were placed on
Newell A Co., of Minneapolis, the inventory words were exchanged, which led to a board the Bear and Thetis and conveyed to St.
Johns.
being $100,000. It is admitted that the rerough-viud-tumble
fistic encounter. Both
A correspondent of a London journal,
tiring firm owes $260,000, mainly in Chiwere considerably damaged. Some of the
cago and New York. It has been doing a
adherents of Martinet and Dupont renewed who was sent to investigatethe commercial
business of from $3,000,000 to $9,000,000
the row at a later hour, and considerable resources of Mexico, reports having been
per year ____ The dry goods house of blood was spilt
so badly clubbed by bandits that he lost his
Bennisou, * Liebmann,
Co., at
hearing, but he boasts that he killed hih
Oakland, Cal., closed its doors beassailant ..... The cholera scare is materially
cause of inability to pay $80,000 ____
affecting European travel
Julius Wettman, of the Empire Brewery at
The President has issued the following
Massillon, Ohio has made an assignment.
FOREIC}^.
. .Four men
escaped from jail at Marion, proclamation :
Iowa, by cutting the bars of their cells and
While quarantineregulationsare committed
At a meeting of the Tory Lords held at
knocking down the jailer. All were re- to the several States, the General Government
captured,theSheriffsending a bullet through haa reposed certain powers In the President to be Lord Salisbury'shouse, in London,
used at his discretion in preventinga threatened
Mitchell, the Cedar Bapids murderer ____ epidemic. Feeling It my duty, I hereby call up- it was resolved with practical unanThe estimated loss by June rains on the on all persons who, under existingsys ems
imity to reject the Gladstone franchise
wheat crop in California Is placed at in the several States, are Intrusted
with the execution of quara dine regula- bill unless the Governmentmade an ex135,000 tons, and of barley at 80,000 tons.
tli.ns, to be diligent and on the alert, in©rd:r to
plicit statement as to the character of the
The hay crop was injured 40 per cent ____ prevent the introduction of the pestilence,
redistributing or redistricting measure
By the explosion of a boiler in a saw-mill which, we all regret to learn, has made its apwhich they are to introduce next sest>earance
in
some
of
the
countries
of
Europe,
near Bloomington, Ind., four men were
tatween which and the ports of the United sion. Lord Salisbury said that if the Peers
killed and six others injured.
States intercourseis direct and frequent. I should pass the bill now it would be an
A woman who keeps a saloon at Marshall- furl her advise that the cl ties and towns of the act of stultification. Lord Wemyss, a Scotch
United States, whether on the coast or on the
town, Iowa, continued to sell liquor contrary lines of intercommunication,
by sound sanitary Tory Peer, and the Earl of Jersey urged
regulationsand the promotion of cleanliness, compromise to no effect The decision of
to the prohibitorylaw. She was arrestedand
be prepared to resist the power of disease the Lords createsgreat excitementin Engave bonds, but still defied the law. The and to mitigate its severity, and I farther direct
gland ____ The people of Dublin have raised
the Consuls of the United States in the ports
Sheriff attempted to arrest her. She resisted,
where the pestilence has made or may make Its £1,000 to indemnifythe editor of United
drawing two revolvers on him. After he appearanceto exercise vigilance in the carrying Ireland for the cost of defending the recent
had secured assistance he managed to take one of the instructions heretofore given, and in libel suit. Detective James E. French has
her to the jail, but the people threatening communicating to the Government of the United been arrested for unnaturalpractices, and
States any informationof value relating to the
to tear it down she was released. The
three army officers have fled to avoid trial
progressor treatmentof the disease.
woman’s resistance
said to
Chester A. Arthur.
for complicity with Secretory Cornwall ____
be instigatedby a local brewery ____
The British Governmenthas offered the
The Bev. L. O. Thompson, a popular auDuke of Marlborough $600,000for four
thor and preacher, his son, Sidney, and anpicturesof his Blenheim collection ____ The
other laa named Freddie Bishop, were
Gen. Butler arrived in Washington Hon. Lionel Playfair, ex-Speaker of the
drowned in the Hlinois Biver at Henry, HI.,
last week and had an interview with the House of Commons, will sail for America
by the skiff capsizing in the eddies near the
Sept. 7.
dam ____ Charles Pmty, a fare-collector on President, He refused positivelyto state
An express train on the Manchesterand
the bridge at St Louis, was hurled from the what he intended to do politically during
structure by the protruding step of a mail the campaign. His friends, however, assert Sheffield Bailway was wrecked near Pencar. He feU eighty feet to the water, and with great positiveness that he will accept niston, England. Twenty-five persons were
was drowned before aid could reach him.
.
the nominationsof the Greenbackersand killed and forty seriouslyinjured. It
D. E. Swan, chief clerk in the Treasurer’s Anti-Monopolists, and make the race for
Beems an axle of the engine of the train
office of the Northern Pacific at St. Paul, the Presidency. Butler says the statements
broke, and the train jumped the track and
has embezzledseveralthonsand dollars and which have been pablisheAconcerning his
fell through a bridge. The scenes under
fled with a woman..,. A dispatch from*,political attitude since the Democratioconthe bridge after the train had fallen were
Ironton, Ohio, announces the failure of vention are fabrications of ingenious reterrible to witness. The carriages were reHiram Campbell A Sons, iron manufactur- porters ____ The Democrats of Michigan will
duced almost to splinters. The groans of
ers, and places the liabilitiesat $300,000.
hold their State convention at Detroit Aug.
.

covered the modern Mazeppa

carelessness, lasheh to the horse, entirely naked and unand has recommended his removal. Mr. conscious. The animal was about broken
John E. Bryant, it is thought, will succeed down, as if from long running, and' was
wisily lassoed bv the cowboys,who cut the
Longstreet.
thongs and released the strange captive.
Near Chesterton,Md., two thousand This happened abont two weeks before
men engaged in a riot at a negro camp- Boussana’s arrival, and during allthattime
meeting, in which one person was the strangerhad lain in a stupor.
A few days before Boussaud left on his
killed, ten fatally injured, and a numreturn journey to Omaha, having a little
ber of others seriouslycut. A dis- medical knowledge, he succeedvdin restorpatch from Chesterton gives the follow- ing the patient to consciousness, and his
ing particularsof the bloody affair: recoverywas rapid. When able to talk
Longstreet’s inefficiency

scattered the rioters right and left, capturing

eighteen of the ring-leaders. William
Ashley, of Millington, was found dying
with a bullrt through his body. Bazors
had been used freely, and nearly every man
captured was bleeding profusely from
wounds inflicted by these weapons. Many
of the Millington party were also hurt, but

escaped. About ten men were

fatally

wounded.”

The Bev. Dr. Henry Cosgrove, VicarGeneral of the Diocese of Davenport, Iowa,

he said his name was Henry Burbank,
that he was an Englishman, and
34 years of age. About three years
ago * at 'Falmouth, England, he formed a
partnership with a friend named. Thomas
Wjlson, some years his senior,and with
him came to America, to embark in the cattle bnsiness. They cast abont for awhile
and finally settled in Northwestern Nebraska, where the range was unlimited, and
herders few and far apart They built i
comfortable ranch by a littll stream, where

Wilson’s young wife reigned as housekeeper, attended by two or three female do-

mestics. Burbank, who is a Handsome
young gallant, found it agroeoble, while
Wilson was absent riding about the range,
to moke love to the latter’s wffo.
This continued for some mouths, until in
the latter port of May one of the cowboys
who had a grievance against Burbank
surprisedhim and Mrs. Wilson in a edmpromising situation, and reported it to the
woman’s husband, whose je^ousy had
already been aroused. That night Barbank was captured while asleep in bed by
Wilson and three of his men and bound
before he had a chance to make any resistance.After mutilating him Wilson had
him stripped of every bit of clothing and
bound on the back of a wild broncho, which
was started off by a vigorous lashing/' Before morning Bui bank became unconscious,
nnd was therefore unable to tell anything

about his terrible trip. He thinks that the
oatrage was committed on the night of May
27, and he was rescued on the morning of
to succeed that ecclesiastic as Bishop of the June 3, which would make seven days that
diocese ..... The Lafliu & Band Powder he had been travelingabout the plains on
Company attachedthe property of the St the horse’s back, without food or drink,
Louis Ore and Steel Company, and and exposed to the sun and wind
Ethan Hitchcockwas appointed provisional : Wilson’s ranch is about 200 miles from
receiver. It is stated that an extension is the spot where Burbank was found, but it
is hardly probable that the broncho took a
all that is needed by the company, as their
assets are ample to meet all claims. The direct course, and, therefor^ must have
capital of the company is $5,000,- covered many more miles in hw wild journey. When fully restored to health Bur00i), and the bonded debt, $2,600,000____
Judge Blodgetthas decided that the Chi- bank proposes to make a visit of retaliation
cago branch Of the Bank of Montreal must on Wilson, and in this he will be hacked by
pay internal-revenue taxes on what money Bonssaud’s men and those of the Ogallala
Land and Cattle Company, whose range ii
it uses in business at Chicago, which formerly averaged $1,500,000 per month. He near Boussaud’s.
gave judgment in favor of the Government
for $59,229.68,with interest at 6 per cent.
for the past three years ____ Frank Calvert,
divorced husband of the present wife of
ex-Gov. Sprague, of Bhode Island, died Several Men Killed and Wounded—
suddenlyin a Cincinnati hotel. There are
The Bodies Shockingly
suspicions of suicide, but all his friends
Mangled;
agree that he died of a broken heart ____
Bepresentatives of St. Louis, Omaha, Bur[Bloomington (Ind.) dispatch.]
lington, Ottumwa and other mills formed a
linseed oil pool last week at a meeting at
A terrible boiler explosion occurred near

who became its administrator on

the death

of Bishop McMullen, has been appointed

BOILER CATASTROPHE.

Lake Minnetonka,Minn.

Manitoba,with

Harrodstyirg, this county, causing the in-

a vastly increased acre-

age of wheat, estimates the

yield at 9,500,-

The

Clearing House exchanges last week— $690,735,112 — were
000 bushels ____

$12,910,477 less than reported the previous

stant death of three persons, and perhaps

The shock
could be heard for miles. Soon after the noise neighbors began gathering
from every direction. When they leached
fatally injuring four others.

week; and when compared with the returns the place a fearful spectacle presented itself.
for the corresponding period in 1883 show For yards about heavy timbers were thrown,
and pieces of the boiler were scatteredtor
a decrease of 32.6 per cent
hundreds of feet. It seems th£<t a new inspirator had recently been placed on the
engine, which would not work, and it exBeeves ..........................
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say not necessarilyfatal.
All the injured were carried to a house
near by and a number of physicians lent the
best aid possible.Thretf’onlyof the men
employed were injured,being in the rear of

.87

SMALL TALK.

.37

Cattle -Beat ................... .6.75 ©7.25
................ 6.60
Common. ...............8.75
Hoos .............................6.26
Sheep ............................6.25

shoulder. His head was braised terribly,
and it is feared he cannot recover.
John Beed, another employe, was feijnted
in the same way, though not seriously. He
was thrown in the air twenty feet while
working at the saws.
A Mr. Collins, a strangeremployed in the
mill only a^few days, was injoiod so that he
can hardly recover. .His arm is broken and
pieces of the metal entered his abdomen.
Another fatally injured is John FoddriU,
an old man employed in the mill. He is
injured abont the head and breast, and? at
this writing, is restingeasily, but thererare

.51

EAST LIBERTY.
.

pieces of the metal had pierced through his
breast. When found he was alive, but soon
died. He was one of- the best citizens of
the neighborhood.
Billy Graves, his son, an employe of the
mill, was also badly injured about the

A workman named Calahan is seriously
hut about the back, though the physicians

MH&

....

before come over to the mill He was
standing near the boiler watchingGarter’s
experiment when the explosion occurred.
He lay fifty feet away, nis bead dhnoftt
tom from his body, his legs brokers and

fears that he is'interaally injured.

Flour ............................6.00 0 6.50
Wheat-No I White ............. L04 © 1.05
Corn -Mixed ................... .82 © .55
Oatf— No. 2 Mixed .............. .35 © .37
Pork— Meea ........... t., ........16.00 ©17.00

Fair

The most pitiful sight of all was old
Billy Graves, who had only a few minutes

.65)4
.36
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stantly.
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ploded while experimenting. ^
Wesley Carter, head engineer, was instantly killed. When found ho was lying
under a pile of rubbish. He had been
thrown over thirty feet. His head tyd
been almost blown from his body, and both
arms were broken. He was a single man.
Near him lay his son, dead, Ms breast
terribly lacerated, the skull broken, and
one leg almost blown off. He died in-

6.60
4.15
6.71 '
6.75
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a Presbyterian.
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$100,000 is paid annually in

salaries to base-ballplayers.

In California last year
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Lieut Greeley and Six of His Party
Found Off Cape Sabine, in

Lynch a Negro.

Smith’s Sound.

broach

of

be

—Otsego County has doubled in popula-

Down, and Two
Mob Killed.

The Jailor Shot

simple jabot of fringe

ike that on the skirt, and a

is said to

in Cnl>a.

tion in four years.

;

the

of

—Ludington

hn< bought a 2,504-pound

bell, at a cost of $625.

The Remainderof the Party Silled by

— Manistiqne wants some one to start a
[Owensboro(Ky.) telegnun.1
first-dasH book store there.
An armed mob attacked the County Jail,
Tales of Suffering.
—Clinton County will nuinbol’ about
killing the jailor, W. J. Lucas, breaking id
the doors of the cell-room, and taking 28,0'J0, the same as in 1880.
‘ The following dispatch from Commander Richard May, a negro, out and hanging him
—The census at Zilwaukce shows a popto a tree m the court house yard. The
Schley to the Secretary of the Navy tells
court house and jail are surroundedby ulationof 1,770, against 1,630 in 1880.
the story of the rescue of Lient Greeley crowds of people, discussing the outrage
— Th" Allegan County Agricultural Soand deploring the loss of a brave county
and his six surviving comrades
ciety hold their fair Oct. 7, 8, 9, and 10.
officer,
who
died
at
his
post
of
duty.
The
Bt. Johns, N. F., July 17.
The Hou. William E. Chandler,Secretary of the negro who was hanged was charged
—The mouth of June,. 1884, was the
Navy, Waahlnston:
with attempting assault on the perThetlw, Bear, and Lock Garry arrived here toh iftlthiestknown in Kalamazoo for years.
day from Weat Greenland. All well. They son of Miss Kelly, daughter of a
few miles above
— Pinconuing, Bay County, counts among
separated from the Alert 160 miles north durinii farmer living
a (rale. At 9 p. m., June M, five miles off Cape Owensboro, about teu days since. The
her native populationeighty-nine Indians.
Bablno, In Smith’s Bound, the Thetis and Bear

Oold and Stamtioii— Terrible

orange blossoms.”

pounds of salt were extractedfrom the
sea-water.

between two rows

of gauze pelisses and piped with satin
)lain

Over

bottom with a fringe of aiguil-

—Adrian’s lost Mayor Kevin
InforiAtedGitiieni of Owensboro, Ky.,

A most singularphenomenon occurred recently near Colesburg, in Hardin

__

County, Pa. During the severe rainAn old sow ran into a negro cabin storm that was then raging, a bolt of
near Longview, Texas, and seizing a ightning struck a chestnut tree near
sleeping pickaninny that was lying on
the place and entirely demolishedit
the floor ran off to the woods with it.
with the exception of one limb. The
The mother pursued, and, striking the
rank and even the smallest branches
,the hog
on the back with a club, made
iiOg(
were shatteredto splinters. The fragher d^o
d^op the baby, more frightened
ments were scattered far and wide,
than hurt
some being driven into the ground and
The Florida fishermen have recently others hurled with inconceivablevelocadopted a novel method of getting rid ity for hundreds of yards in every di-

:

a

mob had organized on several nights during
rescued alive Lieut. A. W. Greelv, Sergt. Bratnard. Sergt. Fredericks,Bergt Lon*. Hoapltal the past week, but did not attempt to oany
Steward Beiderback, Private Connell, and Bergt. out their deigns. Last night about mid*
Ellison, tho only survivorBofthe Lady Franklin night, os your correspondeut was returning

—Pontiac

is

happy over a “chiropodist,

lady companion, manicure

and dermatolo-

Bay expedition.Sergt Elllaonhad loet both to the city, he was halted by five masked gist.”
handa and feet by froet-bite,and died July 6 at
— Burglarsare still doing well at Kalamen near the gravel rood toll-gate,bnt sufof the sharks with which the waters are rection. 1 The fatal bolt did not spare Godhaven, three days after ampntatiou,which
had become Imperative. Seventeenof twenty- fered to pass without molestation.Many mazoo, and making fair average nightly
infested. The root of the dogwood is the roots in its fury, but followed one five persona composing the expedition perished persons in the city were on the lookout toi
by starvationat the point where found. a Sunday night visit from the mob, and they hauls.
certain death to them. So whenever a
or two of the main ones a distance of One was drowned while sealing to
—Tho shipmentsof lumber from South
procure food. Twelve bodies of the dead were not disappointed.They entered the
shark is seen a small fish is killed, a
fifty feet or more, tearing the ground were rescued and are now on board the Thetis
:30 o’clockand surrounded the M.mistiquenow run about a million and a
portion of the root enclosed in it and
and Bear. Ksqniman Tnrnenk was buried at
open in wide tracks. The tree was per- Disco, In accordancewith the desire of the Inhalf weekly.
the fish thrown overboard, and in a few>
haps two feet in diameter, and green spector of Western Greenland. Five bodies
— Shag-o-nn-by,an Indian squaw, died
buried In ice near the camp were swept away to
minutes the carcass of the shark floats
with foliage. The clap of thunder sea by winds and currents before my arrival and him the keys. He replied that “he was an at Bradley, Allegan County, aged 100 years
to the surface.
could not be recovered. The names of the dead
which accompanied the flash was heard reoovtred, with dates of death, are as follows: officer of the law and intended to do his and 6 months.
The following notes of speech re- three or four miles around, and all the Sergt. Cross died Jan. 1, 188*: Wederick (Esqui- duty.”' They replied “that he would give
mau), April 6; Sergt Linn, April 6; Lieut. Lockip the keys and then do his duty.” Ho re— A reward of $500 is offeredfor the man
cently delivered in Dublin are not houses shaken. Such wholesale de- wood, April 9; Sergt Jewell,April 12; Private plied that “he would do his duty or die,
who shot Hugh McKinnon, the Ogemaw
Ellis, May 19; Sergt. Ralston. May- 23; Private
it,
without interest Speaking on the struction was never heard of before in Henry, June 6; Private Schneider. June 18. The and some one in the crowd cried, D
County recluse.
die
.
names
of
the
dead
and
buried
in the toe fort,
much-vexed Irish land question, the that section.
with the date of death of those whose bodies
The jailer was at this time up etnirs on a
— Overton’s stave and barrel factory, at
speaker said : “The country is overrun
were not recovered,are as follows:Sergeant beck porch on the north side of the jail,
Norris,
burned recently. The town itself
Rice. April 9, 1884; Corporal Balen, Jnne 3; Priby absentee landlords," and, after a
The project of filling the Desert of vate Bender,June 0; Assistant Surgeon Pavey, and just between the jail and the
narrowly escaped.
magnificentperoration, delivered from Sahara with water is creating a great June 6; Sergeant Gardner, June 12, drowned by residence. The mob then began firbreakingthroughnewly formed loe while seal- ing, and the fire was returned by
—Eli Talbot was shot in the cheek while
the tub on which he was standing, ho deal of discussion among foreign, es- ing; Jena Edwards,(Esquimau),April 24.
the Sheriff and his son Thomas, a boy
engaged
in the pleasing iMistime of kicking
I wonld urgently suggestthat the bodies now
said : “I tell you the cup of old Ire- pecially French, journals. Naturally the
aged about 16. They fired thirteen
on board be placed in metallic cases here for
in
door-ponols
at Saginaw.
land’s misery is overflowing; aye, anc question has arisen, how long it would safer and better transportationin a sea way. shots, the mob firing, in the opinion of
some,
as
many
ns
100.
Jailer
Lucas
fired
Greoly abandoned Fort Conger Aug. 9, 1883, and
— The Directors of the Genesee County
it’s not full yet.”
tako to fill the whole basin of Sahara, reached Baird Inlet Sept. 29 following, with the from the porch and his son from the front
Savings Bank declared a semi-annual divientire party well He abandoned all his boats,
and some stragglingfigures are given and waa adrltt thirty days .on sn ice floe in windows. Two of the mob are reported aa
More than 100 tons of human hair
Sound. His permanent camp was killed, eye-witnessessaying that they saw dend of 5 per cent, on July 1.
in conoectiontherewith. Five thou- Smith’s
established Oct. 21. 1883. at the point one man fall shot by Tom Lucas, and that
are annually bought and sold. Four
— Marquette has made a flourishing
where he was found. During nine months
ounces is an average clipping from a hu- sand years, it is claimed, ^ould be re- his party had to live upon a scant allowance of he was placed on a horse and quickly growth, gaining 1,020 in four years, and
brought from Fort Conger; that cached at carried off.
man head; so that 100 tons represen quired to fill that vast sea of sand were food
After firing six shots from the porch the counting now 5,710 persons.
Payer Harbor and Cape Isabella
by Sir George
Isa
the product of from 800,000 to 1,00'J,- the water to flow through a passage Hares in 1876 bnt found much damaged by lapse jailer was shot, the ball entering his right
—Henry Huffman, who skipped from
of time; that cached by Beebe at Cape Sabine
000 heads. In Europe the heads of fe- 100 feet wide and 25 feet deep, with in 1882; and a a mall amount saved from the wreck side, near the nipple. He was carriedto his Bay City last fall with $350 given him to
room, still refusing to give up the keys. His
male criminalsare shorn, and they sup the velocity of four miles an hour. of the Protens in 1883 and landed by Lleuts. wife took a pistol and tried to repel the mob, buy cattle, is back and trying to settle.
Garlington and Colwell on the beach near where
ply a large market, but the greater Under the same conditions it would Greely’s party was found. When these provis- bnt they crowded up the stairs and forced
—Charles Stoops’ bouse, at Allegan,
her to give np the cell keys. The outer door
part is bought by traveling peddlers. take 4,000 years for the waters of the
burned
the other day with all its contents.
was battered down with a gledge hammer.
Between the ages of 15 and 40 a woman Mediteranean to fill the valley of the
sell
**
A
child
5 weeks old perished in the flames.
fax good weather, when they were strong enough They then took May from his cell and hung
can grow about seven crops of hair.
Jordan. With a canal 100 greater timed to make exertions.As It took 1,100 shrimps to him to the only availablelimb in the Conri
— To any one who will build a good hotel,
fill s gallon measure,the labor wss too exhaustHouse yard. It was stated they had ropes
capacity it would do the work in forty ing to depend upon them to sustain life entirely.
Saugatuck
will contribute an eligible site
The Journal Officiel publishes an
The channelbetween Cape Sabine and Littleton prepared for two other victims. The rope
years. At the same rate it would take Island did not clcse on account of violent gales was a new one, and the knot a regularhang- and throw in o steamboat dock to boot.
account of the number of judicial sepall winter, so that 240 rations at the latter point
man’s knot The jail premises are badly
400,000 years to fill tho Caspian Sea to
—The State has received 300 rifles of the
could not be reached.
arations (there being no divorce by
riddled with bullets. The jailer carried a
the level of the Mediterranean. ForFrom Hare Island to Smith’s Sound 1 had a
new
Springfield pattern, and 6,000 rounds
lantern
in
his
hand
and
afforded
a
good
tarFrench law) decreed during 1882. The
constant and furious struggle with the ice in
tunately, it is only a portion of Sahara Impassablefloes. Solid barriers were overcome get for the mob. After hanging their vic- of ammunition are now stored at the Capnumber of petitions for separationwas
tim the mob departed, leaving a number of
which can be made into a lake or initol.
3,523, showing a decrease as compared
masks about the jail premises. It is stated
—
land sea, and doubtless there are mid- uuuurcu UiUCD
—The Baptist Church Society of Ithaca
with the previous year of 165. The
their wav from lead to lead through Ice varying that among them were a number of negroes
dle-aged men to-day who will live to in thickness from three to six feet, snd when add that a portion of them came from Indi- ha* broken ground for a $6,000 house sf
great majority— eighty-sixper cent—
rafted much greater.The Thetis and the Bear ana, opposite Owensboro, where the girl’s
see this feat accomplished.
orship, to take the place of the one lost by
reached Cape York June 18, after a passageof
are from wives. The number of septwenty-one days in Melvilie Bay, with two ad- father once lived.
fire
last winter.
May was the third negro hanged in the
vance ships of the Dnnaee whaling fleet, and
arations granted was 2,806. As the
This country is being rapidly strip- continuedon to Cape Sabine. Returning seven court house yard by a mob and the fourth
—Last year there were $6,000 worth of
number of marriages in the same year
later, we fell in with aeven others of this
victim of the gallows in the county. The
ped of black walnut timber, we clip the days
fleet off WostenboimIsland and announced
whortleberries
shipped from Roscommon,
was 280,460, the proportion of separaoutrage of last night is universally confollowing from the Chicago Inter Greely’s rescue to them that they might not be
demned.
Jailer
Lucas,
in
spite
of
prompt
and
the
coming
crop of whortleberriesand
delayed from their fishinggrounds nor be
tions to marriages was about per 1 cent.
Ocean of a recent date : “A Chicago tempted Into the dangers of Smith’s Sound in alleviation, died at 7 this morning. He was black and red raspberrieswill be abundant.
view of the reward of 125,000 offered by Con- a Virginian,a brave ex- Confederate officer.
How little we know of the country builder has been on a journey with his grose. Returningacross Melville Bay, we fell in The report of two of the mob being killed
—The census enumerators have found, in
eyes wide open to an important subject, with the Alert and Lock Garry off Devils
we live in! The survey last year of
Thumb, straggling through the heavy Ice.
has not been confirmed. One of the mob Hudson, 4 Mrs. Phebe Bailey, aged 102
on which his conclus ons may bo statCommander Collin did admirably to get along was heard to say as they left, however, that
the River Yukon, in Alaska, shows it to
ed as follows: Large quantities of so far with the transportso early In the season two of their number had been wounded. years. She was bom in Bhode Island, but
be a stream of the second magnitude.
before the opening had occurred. Lieut. Emhas i added for the past fifty years in this'
black walnut have been going east from orv, with the Bear, has supported me through- The excitement has continuedall day and
It rivals the Danube and the La Plat.
out
with great skillfulness and unflinching late this evening it was reported that the State.
Ohio, Indiana and Iowa, and the move- readiness in accomplishingthe grer.t dnty of re- negroes were organizing to mob Kelly, the
It is navigable for light draught ves—A 6-year old son of John Cornish, of
ment is attracting the attention of all lieving Greely. The Greely party are vei v much father of the girl, for they think he raised
sels for fully 1,860 miles. The expeimproved since the rescue, bnt their situation
East Saginaw, was with his brother playwho propose to build, and of lumber was criticalin the extreme when found and for the mob.
dition was undertaken last year by
days after. Forty-eighthoars’ delay In
ing with a revolver loaded with a blank
dealers especially.
company of several
reaching them would have been fatal to all who
Lieut. Schwatka.
exploration
IN
THE
TRACK
OF
DEATH.
cartridge, when it was accidentally disEnglish capitalists,with
a are now living. The season In the north Is late,
was made on a very frail raft, but it
and has txfen the closest for yesrs. Smith’s
charged, taking effect in the thigh of one of
wealthy combination in Indianapolisis Sound was not open when I left Cape Sabine.
navigated over a thousand miles of a
The
winter about Melville Bay waa the most The Cholera on the Increasein Franca the brothers.
co-operating, have been for a year or
severe for twenty years.
dangerous river. Some day Alaska
W. S. Schley, Commander.
—Washington AuthoritiesAnxious.
more quietly getting possession of all
—The store of Ryerse A McCabe, on
will be a State, and a very rich one at
The Greely party reached the highest latithe black walnut timber that could be
Water
street, Bay City, caught fire, and the
that.
tude ever attained by polar explorers,nameA cable dispatch from Paris says: Three stock was considerably damaged by water
bought and are shipping it to England ly, 83 deg. 25.5 min. The coast of Greencases of cholera occurred here yesterday,
and smoke before the flames were exhigh-bred women— one from The traveler by rail through the wal- land was carriedup to 83 deg. 35 min.
one of which proved fatal. It is believed
Interviews with Lieut. Greely and other they are sporadic. The heat is intense and tinguished.The loss will mn from $2,000
Now York, the other from Boston- nut belt will see at nearly every imhappened to meet in what is ironically portant station portable steam saw- survivors of the unfortunatearctic colony the streets are deserted. All the cholera to $4,000; covered by insurance.
elicited the following facts:
patientshave been removed from the hoscalled a "social" circle. Both were rich mills at work early and late, ripping up
After passing two winters at Fort Conger In pitals to pest houses in the snburbs. The
Health In Michigan.
and accomplished, and both claimed to black walnut logs into planks of con- •cientlflo research, Lient. Greely, with his Mayor
Toalon has been strickReports
to
the
State Board of Health, Lansins,
whole party intact, broke up the encampment
down with the plague. There by observers of disease* In different part* of tha
have ancestors. Boston, in the coarse venient size for shipment. The com- and commenced a southward descent. This
were seventy-two deaths at Marseilles
accomplished
apllshed amid great perils from fates
gali
of a little oenversation between the pany has had buyers all through the waa
State show the principal diseases which caused
of wind. Ice- nips, snd other casualties.Cai
during the last twenty-fourhours,
two, alluded, in the most seemingly un- states mentioned, gathering up walnut Sabine having been reached, a temporary showing an increasing virulencein the epi- most sickness In Michigan during the week
home was built of stones and covered by
ending July 12, 1884, aa follows.Number of obpretentiousway, to the trivial circum- wherever they could be found. In the boat’s sails brought along by the demic. Dr. Koch has gone to Berne to
servers beard from, 63:
confer
with
the
Swiss
authorities
as
to
the
stance that her ancestorscame over in many cases the farmers have disposed party. On the 29th of September winter
luarters were
<nuu
----- established
-------- at Cape
----- Sabine. best means of excluding cholera from
the Mayflower.“Ah!” replied New of their trees at a price far below their The commissariat bad become very meager,
m
Switzerland among the country people
by tho
and the cache of provisions left bj
— ,
York, with a little lift of her eyebrows value, and it has only been recently Protens last year but poorly supplemented around Toulon, os the cholera it increasing
Difleare*in Order of Greatest
expressiveof innocent surprise, “I did that they became aware of the scheme it. The steam lannoh had become fast in the in the country districts.Thirteen deaths
Area of Prevalence.
ice a few weeks previousand had to be abanoccurred here last night.
not know before that the Mayflower that is to tako out of the country the doned daring the whole winter. The first havoo
Austria is becoming alarmed, and has
In the ranks was early in January,when one of
brought over any steeragepassengers.” most of the remaining black walnut the men dropped off with senrvy. On the 9th asked the Porte to co-operate in measures
71
72
fever.
timber in it The consequence is that of April Lient Lockwood and Mr. Rioe, the to prevent the cholera from entering Austria 2Tlntermlttcnt
89
64
hlKumaUam.
photographer,succumbed after a heroic at, ,
69
64
iiiOiturampiion of lungs...
New York claims to have more than all the walnut the company now buys tempt had been made to secure about two hun- andThe authoritiesof Odessa. Bussia,
62
64
have 4 Neuralgia. ..
dred pounds of meat supposed to be cached
costs
it
double
the
price
it
was
paying
66
67
1,000 women who speculate in stocks,
at
place named Bad Creek, distant quarantined French vessels from the 5 Diarrhea ..... ..........
41
49
about
fifteen
miles
from
the
encampment
a
few
months
ago.
If
the
original
forMediterranean
for
two
weeks.
Every
effort
grain, oil, whisky and every other way
43
46
brad, the astronomer, perished May 27. possible is being put forth to keep the (tSSSSte::::::::
40
29
h Influenza .................
known to the sterner sex, but brokers, ests of Ohio and Indiana were now Lient KisUngburydied June, l, and Dr. Pavy,
34
86
D'Cholcra morbus ..... .....
the naturalist,slept In death June 2t Notone cholera from the
22
as a rule, refuse their custom. The standing, their valuation would bo of the victims reallredthat death wm near.
London dispatch: Edwin A. Merritt, 1C Dysentery ................ 32
30
28
11 Erysipelas.. ..............
reasons for this were expressed by a many times more than it is to-day un- They aU died a tranquil,painless death The United States Consul General, has refused 12 Tonsilllls........ ........
33
28
two Esquimaux also perished, one of starvation. to grant clear bills to vessels leaving Lon19
36
13 Inflammationof kidneys.
broker thus : “Their risks are small, and der improvement, In making their The other was drowned, his kayak being pierced
31
23
by some newly formed ice April 17, thus cutting don and Liveipoolfor ports in the United Ui Whooping cough .........
if they lose— phe-w-w !” “Bnt suppos- farms the settlers in these States de19
16 CholeraInfantum ...... .
21
off all hope of getting any supply of seal meat States unless the American Inspectors cerIT
16 Inflammationof bowels..
21
for
the
starving
explorer*.
The
Esquimaux
stroyed
millions
of
dollars
Worth
of
ing they make a hit?” “Well, then
tify to the health of those on board.
14
17 Pneumonia ........ ......
11
were most faithful and devoted followers and
Washington dispatch: Secretary Freling- 18 Cerebro spinal meningitis
9
• *
they grow confidential. They tell yon black walnut, and the destruction helpers of Lient Greely.
8
9
huysen has instructed the Consular officers 19 Boirlet fever ..............
Ellisonwas rescued and safely brought on
they knew it was coming so. They ceased not more than twenty years ago.
8
S
fiTyphold fever (enteria).. .
board the steamship Bear, where he died a few at London, Liverpool, Marseilles, Havre, 21 Tvpho- malarial fever.....
5
•
dreamed of a black cat or the baby The English company will send to days subsequently. His is an extraordinaryin- Bordeaux, Bremen, and Hamburg to at 3j;Diphtberia ............
6
7
stanoe
of
human
endurance.
While
away
some
S
14
once appoint competent physicians to in- 23.]nfiammation
of brain....
cried twice in its sleep or something England probably $5,000,000 worth of
ten miles from his hut one day last winter the
12
4
spect all vessels and passengers departing 1*1 Measles ...................
like that. They swear by their dreams. walnut that was purchased from the temperature suddenly fell to 48 decrees below
8
25 Membraneouscroup- .....
4
aero. His bands and feet were frosen to the for the United States from those points.
If a woman has a certain dream and farmers at almost nominal prices.
very bone, and he was dragged by hie cemrades The Consular officersreferredto are inFor the week ending July 12, 1884, the reporta
In an almost dying conditionto his hut His
strncted to refuse clean bills of health in Indicate that influenza, dysentery, and bronputs her money on that dream, and then
chitisincreased, and that diarrhea, inflammation
all cases, except upon the recommendation
An Embarrassmentof Happiness.
the market goes the wrong way, why,
of brain, measles, and whooping cough (to-

then!”
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•he has been swindled by the operator.”

A Paris correspondentof the New
York Herald, describingthe toiletsfor
a grand wedding, gives the following
description of the bridal costume:
“The dress waa made with a corsage
prinoesse and white velours epingle
under which was a petticoat of white
tatin, covered with China crape, em
broidered with raised flowers; the

“Happy ? Do you ask me if I’m hap- tween that time and the rescue.
py?” inquired a young convert to MorA Washington dispatch states that Presimonism who married into a prominent dent Arthur, in conversationwith some
friends, said he was very much gratified at
Lient Greely and. the remparty. He added:

of the SanitaryInspector.The Consuls
are instructed to report by cable any case
of infectiousor contagious disease.

CLIPPINGS.

York

Journal

A woman can rip and tear and darn
and yet be considered sweet tempered,
bnt just let a man do it and people will
say all manner of hard things about
him.

nant of his

Young men

are in great demand at Sara-

This it the last of arctic expeditions as far aa
toga.
I can prevent them. None of them has ever
Ordinance againsthand-organs in Pittspaid forthe extreme suffering and toes of valuable livee they have ocea«lone(i,and Ithink it is burgh.
1 ort Crescent: scarlet fever at
about time that some other nation try them for
Dowaplac,Grand Rapids,Lake
California ostrich eggs are only $1,200*
awhile.

tions,

hi

nt Arthur, in previousconversa- dozen.
Thb new Lord Mayor of Dhblin
has characterizedthe whole business

as a species of “arctic insanity."

^

loon keepei.

„

the prevailingwinds
during the week ending July 12 ware west;
snd, compared with the preceding week, »he
temperature was lower, the absolute humidity
and the night otone leas, the relative humidity,
and the day oxono the same.
Including reportsby regular observers and

the finding of

eight

prevalence.

creased in area of
At the State capital

Is

a sa-

hmond. Rote Lake;

1

---

Nebuchadnezzar the great king of Babylon, aa
broughtout In the propheciesof the scriptures.
Although the chart seems strangeto those unacquainted with it, when once understood it appears quite plain and simple.- The principal
LINE.
points of differencein the Adventist faith from
Large and elegant steamer
that of other denominationsseems to be their belief in the soon coming of our Saviour the second
time, the doctrlneofthe
unconsciousstate of the
will leave Grand Haven for Chicagoon
dead, and the Idea that the seventh day of the
Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday
week, or Saturday, la the Sabbath. All of these
Evenings, at 8 or 8:80 o’clock,on arrival of train
points they claim to prove from the scriptures. In
from Grand Rapids, Detroit and all points East.
conversation with Eld. Daniels, your correspond- Returning, leave Chicagoon
ent learned that the tent will be kept standing for
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
several weeks yet, and that sen Ices will be held Evenings,at 7 o’clock, arriving at Grand Haven
every eveningduring the week, and on Saturdays next morning in time for the early trains east.
and Sundays,two services each day, morning and
17 ARE, G’d Haven to Chicago berth included *3
afternoon, besides the eveningmeeting. E. L.
JC Round
$5

1884.

26,

Lifpincott’bMagazine

for

mate friend of his late years. The second

New York”

paper on the “Suburbs of
and is

(Succsssor to L. T. Ksntcrs,)

Chester and

Long

— —

Island,

“Vivisection,” Dr. Albert Lefflngwell

trip

For rurther partlculareapply at the D., G. H. &
Services for M. railway office, or of H. L. Chamberlain & Co.,
Grand Haven, Mich.

-------

with the
on Church Items
To-morrow.

finely illustrated. In an article

STEKETEE & BOS

G.

MENOMINEE Summer Dress

August has
of contents.

a varied and attractit'e list
The most entertaining article Is the first
•f two or more papers containing “Personal Recollectionsof Charles Reade,"
by John Coleman, Reade’a associate in
many theatricalenterprises,and the inti-

West

— tad—

CHICAGO

Satueday, July

treats of

SUMMER HAS COME!

First Reformed Church, Rev.

shows that this practice has done nothing

Stefi'ens, Pastor.

N. M.

Services at 9:80 a.

in.,

CLEVELAND AND HENDRICKS

DEALER IN

have a loll line of

—

and

Straw Hats of
A

Confectionery,

Goods

—

!

Stationery,

all Descriptions

Dlank Books.

I

‘CIGARS,

variety of

large

Crockery, Stone & Glassware. And Foreign and Domestio
Also a very large and assorted stock of

GOODS

IDIRir

Our handsome Ice Cream Parlors arc being re
and will be, when completed, the most mag'

fitted

nlflcentof any in the city.

Which we Intend to keep as completeas pos
Bible embracing all the the latestand best made
fabrics.

Cool and refreshing Soda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountainin the city can be obtained at my store.

!

We

the mitigation of disease, and argues
and 2 p. m. Sunday School Z :80. v Weekly
1884. AGENTS WANTED. 1884.
in favor of restricting it by law within
prayer* meeting with the Third Re- For the only genuinePICTORIAL biographiesof
the narrowest limits consistentwith orformed Church, on Thunday, at 7:80. the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES for Presldent and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhausiginal research. “A Word from a Weand a superior stock of Canned Goods.
Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy the pul- tive in fact, profuse and artistic in Illustration,
conscientious,
forcible, brilliant In authorship.
, man Against Female Suffrage’*is pointed
pit. ~
The Standard Campaign History. Authorized.
and cogent. The second paper on “Life
price— $2. The agents’
Rich in matter bat
Hope Reformed Church— Services at harvest.Send 50cts. for outfit and onr special
in a Russian Province” is very readable
We are agents for the Celebrated “Dnck" Brand
practical Instructions in the best meithods of
10:80 a. m., and 7 :3<) p. m. Sunday school
sellingit. Success and large profits ensured. Act of Plug Tobacco. Every customer buying this toand interesting,and a short account of the
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, at once. The Campaignwill be short, bnt bril- bacco has a chance of drawingan alarm clock.
“Confederate Postage-Stamps,” with enliant and profitableto agents. Address.
Pastor. Morning subject, “The divine
N. D. Thompson & Co., Publishers,
graved specimens,has a certain degree of
St. Lons, Mo., or Nbw Yobs Citt. DECORATED AMD PLAIN FLOWER POTS.
likeness. ^ In the evening Rev. H. Uiterfor

have In stock constantly

FRESH GROCERIES

GIVE

The

fiction of the

number

Miss Tincker’s new

and

continued,

wijk,
is

serial,

very strong.

“Aurora,”

of Grand Rapids, will preach.

Holland, Mich., May

Bollii Satpticl;,Doiglu, aai

thems by the choir. All are welcome.

another, entitled “A Trip

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

to KlUarney,” by the popular author of

Chicago,

Holland. May 28,

PROPKLLOR

STEKETEE
1881.

A. B.

TAYLOR,

a

Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
the afternoon, Rev. H. Uiterwijk, of
Returning, leaves Lawler & O’Connor’s dock, at
New.
Grsnd Rapids, Mich., will preach.
Rush st bridge, at 7 p. m. on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY. For rates,etc. , see
Mb. Editor:—
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— C. E. BIRD, Saugatuck. R. T. ROGERS, Master.
Having noticed your query in last
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunweek's Issue as to “what had become of
the

day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,

“The

following statementin explanation: On

May 20th

last

a

contract

was made

be-

Zion

holy spirit author and supporter of

as a

place of refuge for His poor

people.”

boat committee of the Macatawa Park

vices at 9 a. m., 1:80

Park each week during the present season,

and 7 p.

ment for the

Holland City

to

first excursion the

band com-

ENGLISH PAPER

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

members of George, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m..
the Park Associationhad decided that and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
they were unwilling to continue the excur- Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :3Q.

at

sions, under the terms agreed upon, and

submittedanother plan which would allow
Not consideringthis

sufficient,

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of

the band

discontinued the excursions. Hoping this

the Republican voters of the township of

explanation will satisfy your inquiry, and

Holland will be held

many other people who have
asked the same question. We remain,

said township on the sixth day of August,

also answer

1884, at 4 o’clock

Very Truly Yours,

“HollandColony”

JOB PEIFOTG

Waring,

By order of the Township Republican

ExecuLted.
4 In the

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

Committee.

FIRST

WARD

Tin tent pitched severalweeks ago on the farm
W. Diekema, Chairman.
of Mr. Rogers in North Blendon,has grown to he
Isaac Mabsilje, Secretary.
the center of attraction for many miles around;
Holland, Mich., July 22, 1884. 2w
notwithstandingthe prediction of your correspondent that the interestwould probably die out
u soon as the novelty of the thing began to wear
B. B. BEST, 31. D.,Prop’r.
Rev. Wm. Stout, Wlarton, Ont., states:
off. It seems that the reason for pitching the
Being ineffectually treated by 17 doctors
*
tent was this: Mrs. E. B. Lane, of Coopersville,
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
for
Scrofula, I was cured by Burdock
had been holding meetings in the school house
clerk,has charge, and will be found at all boora,
near by, and had made several converts to her Blood Bitters. Write for proof.
ready to compoundprescriptions in a thoroughly
reliablemanner.
faith from the Wesleyan Methodistswho were al-

Drug Store.

io holding meetingsIn the school house

one

or

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
two evenings in the week. Some of the latter deA completeassortmentof
The
best
salve in the world for Cuts,
nomination,not liking to loose their members in
that way, sent for one, John Levlngton,of De- Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
TOILET AMICLES
PERFOKES,
troit, to come. The man came and lectured on
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Adventism,but he was so abusive In his language Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveand manners toward Mrs. Lane, and so grossly
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is Everythingapertainiug to a flrst-cia-sdrug store
misrepresented
what she had said, that It created
will be kept constantly on baud.
guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction,or
quite an uproar. In the melee the stove was upset, and it was suggestedby several that a rail money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
could bo made quite serviceable; but the gentle- For sale by H. Walsb.
-A.
man succeededin making his way out of the
R. B. BEST,
house, and has not been heard from since. As a
Holland, Mich,, June 27. 1881.
resultof the scene the school house was closed to
f
Hotitrs.
both societies. Not to be beat out in this way,
Mrs. Lane Immediatelysent to the headquarters
of her denomination,at Battle Creek, for a meetStrictly pure Paris Green, Powdered
ing house of her own In the form of a tent. Eld. Hellebore and Insect Powder at
E. P. Daniels, of Grand Rapids, formerly of Flint,
BREMERS & BANGS, Druggists. has just received a large stock «f the latest
who has charge of the district in which the tent is
styles of Ladies’ aud Gentlemen’s
pitched, came to assist Mrs. Lane in her work.
We will furnish parties with everything
The latter, however, was called away soon after needed for Sabbath School Picnics, also
the tent was pitched, to attend the funeral of her socielies or private parlies.Special atfather,thus leaving the elder alone. The meet- tention given to everything in that line.
ings have continued with steadily increasing Give us a call, as we guarantee satisfacPESSINK’S BAKERY.
interest from the first; and notwithstand- tion

MD IWl

GIVE

Elm

E.

CALL.

TJS

m

i-'-.
li-*’

represent the character of the governments which

Lemons, Oranges, Figs and Candles at
wholesale, and we are still making our
famous and delicious ice Cream in any
quantity wanted. Bring in your orders
early at the

VER 8CHURE,

Supt.

or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

attack as those affectingthe throat and lungs:

none so trifled with by the majority of sufferers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor unconsciousexposure, is often but the beginningof a fatal
sickness. Ayeb’s Cherry Pectoral has
well proven its efficacyIn a forty years’ fight
with throat and lung diseases,and should be
taken In all cases without delay.

Genuine Cyclone

gave me up.
up. i tried Ayer^Chehby0!^™
TOBAL, which relievedmy lungs, induced
sleep, and afforded
anorded me the rest necessary
1
for toe recoveryof my strength. By the
continued use of the Pectoral a permanent cure was effected. I am now 62 yi
years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.

among which

going on in the stock of

is

Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of

WYNHOFF

B.

j

Dress Gfoods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

“

15,

A

1882.

Mrs. Emma Gedney.
159 West 128th St., New York,

May

16, 1882.

I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
family for several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it the most effectual
remedy for coughs aud colds we have ever
A. J. CRAVE.”
Lake Crystal, Minn., March 13, 1882.
“

In

my

tried.

“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no success, I was cured by the use of Ayer’s Cherry
Joseph Waldev.”

Pectoral.

Byhalia, Miss., April

0,

1862.

“ I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
as I do that
but for its use I should longslncehave died
from lung troubles. E. Braodon.”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, 1882.

Cherry Pectoral, nelleving

No

case of

an

and complete line of

CROCKERY

Croup.— A Mother'*Tribute.
last winter my little

While in the country

boy, three years old, was taken 111 with croup;
It seemed as if be would die from strangulation.One of the family suggestedthe use
of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. This
was tried in small and freqnentdoses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doctor said that the Cherry Pectoral had
saved my
my darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our grat
itltude? Sincerely yours, .

foil

always on hand.

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

Goods delivered free of charge.

WYNHOFF.

B.
Holland,Jane

14,

1888.

affection of the throat or

lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
and it will always cure when the disease is
not already beyond the control of mediciue.

i
\

I
\

J
j

!
!

i
!

!
j

rn

iSTOPPED FREE
Marvtloujsuccess.
Insane Persons Restored

PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer

&Co., Lowell, Mass.

Sold by all Druggists.

cure /or Nerve Affections,Fits, F.fiilftsv, etc.
Infallible if taken »s directed. No Fits after
^/frstiiay'i ust. Treatise and 5a trial bottlefree to
: H
Fit patients, they paying express charges on box when
I
received. Send names, P. O. and express address of
1
afflicted to DR.KLINE.oii Arch SL.Philadelphia.Pa.
lee Druggists. BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

The Great Events of Hlstorv In One Volume.

12-ly

FAMOUS JJECISI^ BATTLES

Isnfls

Of the World. By CAPT. KING, U. 8. A.
HISTORY FROM THE BATTLE FIELD.
shows how nations have been made or destroyed
in a day— how Fame or disaster has turned oh a
single contest. A Grand Book for Old or Youngsaves time, aids the memory, gives pleasure and
instruction. Maps and Fine Illustrations.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. Send
for description and terms. Address:
J. C. McCurdy & Co., Philadelphia.

WSLEPim
Secure Healthy

LIVE!

action to the Liver
d relieve all bil;
ions troubles.
Pusly VigsUMs; MoOtiplag. Prlostto. AU Sroggliti.

are the celebrated
Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and

GROVER HAND SEWED

Face

Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

CITY BAKERY.

We

guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-

liams Prepared Paint

when

will not crack, flake or

cover

more

surface,

SHOES.

II
FOSTXB, MXXiBUBlf

work

ft

OO,

Proprietor*, BuflUo.

New York.

properly used

chalk off, ana will
belter,

wear

longer and permanentlylook better, than

Bepairing neatly and promptly

1

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884

done.

any other paint, including white lead aud

oil.

Kremkus & Banos.

CALL AND SEE US
Advertisement?.
NO. 46,

Examination

of

of the Sec. of Board of School Examiners of Ottawa Coonty.
Nantes, Mich.. Jalytt, 1884
The Board- of School Examinersof OUsws
County purposemeetingss follows for the exsminsllon or
insuon
of sppllcsnts for a teachers
teacher’s certmcste:
certlflcste:
August 6, 18m, st school house, Zeeland; Angnst
87. st court house, Grand Haven; October 8, high
schoolroom, Coopersville; Oct. 81, coart bonse,
Grand Haven. Each seasioin is to commence at 9
o’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
examinationIn addition to other branches prescribed,In effecU of alcoholic drinks, aUmnlsDU
and
human systei
system.
ml narcotics on the hnman
By order of Board of Examiners.

"i

I _

__

A. W.

:

_

EIGHTH STREET.

Teachers.

Office

have flourished on the earth since the days of

__

HEROLD

BOOTS & SHOES

at

Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further informationapply to Filter’s Stave Factory.

pwiat

ing the busy season of the year, the congregations range from forty to sixty during the evening meetings, and on Sundays, afternoon and
evening, the numbers range from one hundred
and fifty to three hundred. Already thirty-three
converts have been baptized, the ceremony taking
place at Lamont on two differentoccasions. The
first occurred on Saturday, (the day which they
•baerve as the Sabbath,) when twenty-threetook
part in the ceremony, and last Saturday ten more
were baptized.On Saturday and Monday evenings, the 12th and 14th Inst.,a discussionwas
held in the tent between Eld. Daniels and Eld.
Brown, a Disciple minister from Owosso. Eld.
Brown contended that the ten commandments
were abolished, Eld. Danielsaffirming that they
were atlll binding, that a change had been made
in the Sabboth from the seventh to the first day of
the week, by the Roman Catholic Church, and
that by observing Sunday aa the Sabbath, Christians virtuallysanction and endorse the work of
the oathohe Church. The discussion was intensely interesting,being characterized on both sides
by courtesy and good feeling, and good order in
the congregationwhich must have numbered
more than three hundred. Perhaps the good order of the congregationshould be attributed to
the skill of the chairman, Mr. 0. O. Smedley, of
Grand Rapids. Eld. DanielsIllustrateshis lectures by means of numerous charts and maps,
among which is a chart picturing out a variety of
with wings, beads, and horns, rather unla the animals with which we are fkmillar
i animals, as we were told, were intended to

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

White Aah Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

ED.

Cherry Pectoral.

Rockingham, Vt., July

8.

Blendon,

Oak

Horace Fairdrother."

Neatly and Promptly

and to the RepresentativeDistrict
Cjnventien,to be held on the 8th day of

August, 1884. All Republican voters are
Bos,
Businas Committee of Band. requested to be present.

We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

A Terrible Cough Cured.

tion,

Db. B. J. De Vries,
C.

p. m., to appoint dele-

County Republican Conven-

gates to the

*

f

Woodsmen.'

In 1857 1 took a severe cold, which affected
my ^lungs.lhad a^rrlble cough^aud^iassed

the townbouse of

at

and

Farmers

“

Holland Township RepublicanCaucus,

the band a smaller portion of the earnings.

AYER’S

PRINTED IN THE

mittee was informed that the

/

News

THE ONLY

m. The

share the net pro- services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
ceeds equally;but at the time of settle- Do Bruyn, pastor.

15-lm

No other complaints are so insidionsIn their

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

Association to run a band excursion to the

Band and Park

Subscribe for the

faith.” Afternoon, “The Lord founded

tween the committee of the band and the

the

week

36-ly

HollandCUv

our Band Excursions?”we would offer the

LOOTER,

& BOS.

home. 15.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want businessat
Leaves Harrington'sdock, Holland, at 3 p. m.
which persons of either se. young or old,
justifiesits title by its fresh and faithful Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. TUESDAYS,THURSDAYS and SATURDAYS.
can make great pay all the time they work, with
delineations of Pennsylvania German life Subjects: Morning, “The blessing of the Leaves Weed & Co’s dock, Douglas, at 5:30 p. m. absolute certainty,write for particularsto H. HalLord, the secret ot true Prosperity.” In Leaves Kleeman's dock, Saugatuck, at 6 p. m. lxtt & Co., Portland Maine.
and character.
For

8

1884.'

ATTENTION

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.
C.

D.

“Molly Bawn” and “Phyllis,” is begun. Brock, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and
“Some New Thing,” by W. W. Crane, 2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.

15,

24-8t

Congregational singing. Opening anis

CALL.

3VIE A.

A. F.

PLUG TOBACCO!

historicalvalue.

Fruits.

E.

HEROLD

Hollind, Mich., March 18, 1881.

NEURALGIA,
Rheumatism *“1
*"Harms
0,h'r
Painful
Acme

or Chronic

Sciatica and

Headache.
perfect cure

accom.

hours, with a degree
dispute. For tale by
'* "or circular,
i,

Drmorr.

L A

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET.

nHflfiHfi

:

Just as

JOHINGS.
The

The

youth is bent the twig’s in*

house.

ber printing stamp maker, was In the city

Hebe

is

a

the average fisherman :

rye tangled try

shew

angle.

Bbown and

Haven on Friday, August
o’clock A. M.

ily of

Convention

of

paid for

Frank

Lancaster red wheat.

Grand Rapids, are the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hummel.

8, at eleven

Irst lieutenant

been celebrated in Holland. The day was

made hideous with

who

is

known in
been made

Grand Haven, Thursday, Au-

A social hop

atawa Park Hotel next
evening it

is

on

foot to

some

lost

finder will be

same

The Michigan
is-

the colony

sued a circular prohibitingthe railroad

now

Contractor A.

State fair, at Kalamazoo,

is

days. Farmers of
your time to make

arrangements for the selectionof

L.

at this

My

Thursday. It was done

-

and

in

List of letters remaining in the postlic

use in the pub-

schools. Leach, Shewell

&

our Goods before purohas
ing elsewhere.
J.

° S

WYKHUYBEN.

H.
Holland, Mich., Oct.

Now

Sanborn,

24,

1882.

24-1

tractivepart of the services.

H. Boone, onr livery and sale stable
Last Tuesday the veteran fisherman, M.
F. Adair, caught
five

a lake bass weighing

pounds and a

quarter— the largest

keeper, and Geo. Algard, of Oregon, Wis.,

gone

have

to

Boston, Mass., by

way

A special meeting of A. C. Van Raalte

Odd

Our popular wagon manufacturer

order of

Buffalo, N. Y., with 19 horses

Offers

this season. It

crop. Nearer Lake Michigan there

ities af his institutionand is

increasing

trade.

Our business men will please

This week a report was circulated that

that the committee of arrangements for
the celebration of the Fourth of

V. Taylor and R. M. Lutton, with a capital of $800,000, to

introduce a new

phone in 4he

of Michigan. The

recollect

July

are

the schooner

D. A. Wells, Capt. Harry
Known by the name

ins, electrical editor

$10 short in funds and will act according- Raffenaux, generally

make up

meet in convention
Wednesday, August

at

this county will with
at 10 o’clock for

the purpose of electing delegates

to the

tion,

sod gone down in Lake Michigan
en board. The report, we are

100

August

is still iu the

With

the advent of water works in our

city a necessity arose for first-classplumb-

Last Thursday the

pumps were set

in

ng, and in view of ibis the enterprising

motion and water forced through the
mains of our water works system. The

ardware firm of R. Kanters & Sena have

And

Scientific

miles. The

office will be estab-

first

it is

Sons

issue.

for

The

For

a superfluity of

&

expense to meet the de-

“cheek,” the Grand Haven New-Joumal serve consideration.Read their adverman “takes the bakery.” In his last issue tisement in another column.

summer

resort

and says that If the railroads offered inducements in the way of reduced

rates,

Grand Rapids people would sooner visit

Joseph

Meyer a

Graafschap,who has
in peeling

former residentof
lately been

employed

bark at Woodville,a small

&

Macatawa bay

Co., is one of the

light drinks, such

as cold

tea,

pop, cider, and root beer.

J.

Holland. Mich.

Two

weeks ago

we

state-

of this place lightly,
good business.— G. R.
Democrat. From the above it would seem
as though the obnoxious "bum boat” at
our summer resort was a thing to be
proud of. Still, that our people do not
think so is shown by the fact that this

disposed to speak

officials of the

township ef Hol-

few weeks wa4
about eighteen bushels. Of oats there broken last Wednesday morning by a sewill be a big yield. Corn is picking up vere thunder storm. The storm was proand if nothing intervenes there will be a ceeded by a gale of wind which blew over
tremendous yield of potatoes.
several shade trees and completely
wrecked John Vandenberg’s bill boards
General Manager Mulliken, of the adjoining the City hotel. The only damChicago and West Michigan R’y, has au- age done by lightningwas at the resithorized the running of a special train dence of Mr. L. Sprietsma, where the
every-day, Sundays included; between thunderbolt entered the chimney, demol-

clean and renovate yonr old

drouth of the past

ants engaged McBride
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tried over again on Thursday, the same evideqfe was produced,
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to the jury at 7 o'clock.
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2J- business the better it

will be for

them.
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always on band-

on hand a large assortment of

At half-past two o’clock Friday morning
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were unable to agree and were discharged.
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be just as
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prepared to do repairing and engraving
•Uy and in the best manner.
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____ and examine our stock.
show Goods.
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after being out
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against ths running of this "fiosling pal-

passengers. The inaugur-

ran.
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nesses were good law-abiding citizens of

the institution. Their evidence

H
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& White, of Grand

returningwill leave the docks which fell in terrente was the greatest I Messrs. C. Dok, C. Blom, R. Hunt and
blessing this sectien has received in somel William Ten Hagen are the sureties
at seven p. m. arriving in Grand Rapid* at
eight p. m. The train on Sunday Is lim- time and the benefitsderived frem It werej The amount ef the bonds is $500.
The septiment ef this community is
ited to five coaches with a carrying capac- many.

the' first

done

at reasonableprices. Come
yearself.

# near ten,

to-morrow when

and

o g

5
pairing

Grand Rapids in connection ishing the stove, and passed through the a verdict was reached and the court sumwith the park. It is expected that the cellar to the ground. Mrs. Sprietsmawas moned. Owing to the fact that the prisoners were net in court to hear the verdict,
train will leave Grand Rapids at about somewhat shocked but sustained no Inand for sentence, the bail was estreated.
nine o’clock a. m. arrivingin this city juries of auy consequence. The rain

Kbkmers A Bangs have

M
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.

garments.

this city and

ation of this arrangement Is to take place

e.

ready to make yon a good

turn day was last Wednesday. The defend-

ment that wheat was mildewed to a con- ing and the suffererlived until five in the
siderable extfent in this locality. This we afternoon. His remains were brought to of the prosecution was obtained by sub*
have since learned is not as bad as was at this city Tuesday afternoon and then pccning a lot of the “fire laddies,” ot Zeeland, who visited Macatawa Park Iftst
first expected, and that after all we shall taken to Graafschap where he was buried.
haVe a large yield of wheat. The crop is The deceased was a young man twenty- week Thursday, on the band and fire department excursion,and while there were
nearly all harvested and many of the far- eight years old and unmarried.
seen
to go aboard of the boat. The witmers are threshing. The yield per acre,

ity of about 800
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acci-

dent happened at nine o’clock in the morn-
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but it is doing a
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Rapids, as their counsel. The evidence

as averaged through this community, is
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The North River Street

land obtained sufficientevidence to war-

published a

April

VORST,

Park. Of course tion on the C. & W. M. R’y between Musrant making a complaint before Justice
his statement is verified by the twe or kegon and Big Rapids met his death rathPost, against Ezra Longline and George
three hundred people that visit this city er suddenly last Monday. He was felling
Young for sclliug liquor without filing a
daily from the metropolis of Western a tree and as it fell it broke a limb from
bond with the county treasurer.The rean adjoining tree which struck Meyer en
Michigan.

The
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Some seem

sta-

that city than Macatawa

the head fracturing his skull.
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leading attractionsat that popular resort.
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owned by Hallers

estimates.This firm have gone

to considerable
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expected

ide arrangementsto

lystem, should consult Messrs. Kanters

If

stock of

And a nice assortment ot Baggies for Fanners
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

It is known to all as the "bum boat” and
meet the demand,
no one has been the rounds and seen the
laid in a full stock of plumbing supwork is nearing completion,and it is exsights unless he takes a boat ride to the
pected that in about two weeks the system plies, and have in their employ a firstgovernment office, as some choose to call
will be thoroughlytried and tested before cljkssplumber. Any of our citizenswho
it. Good meals are furnished there, also
acceptance by the Council. We shall
e contemplatingtaking water from the

give due notice of the test in a subsequent

a fine

SQDABE AND SWELL BODT

hat the new company will be incorporated
this

20.

Open and Top Buggies,

it has been demonstrated

!sbed in Grand Rapids, and

land of the living.

State Convention held at Grand Rapids,
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Hop-

nary conversationat least a distance of

to state, is entirely without founda-

and our “sailorman”

and
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be capable of clearly transmittiag or-

all

Grand Haven on happy
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merican,

the deficiency. ef “French Harry,” of this city had sprung
a leak

The Democracy of

state

tStrumant is the invention of Geo. F.

andJExamine.

mi wi mi

able to keep T. Stewart White, Geo. F. Parish, Frank

and his

pace with the times

will be two-thirds of a crop.

ly when asked to
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J, Flieman

John Kramer, Commander.
John Grootenhuis, Adjutant.

Gall
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H
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hta anperlor made wagons Just as cheap as
from here*
anybody self them In Zeeland, and claims that
and forty from Grand Rapids. These
At Otia, Newaygo county, a station on they are a
was a beauty.
gentlemen expect to dispose of their the Chicago & West Mich. R’y a few miles
Better wagon in everyway,
Gov. John P. 8t. John was nominated horses in the eastern market and will be southwest of Big Rapids, Crawford’s saw
gone
about two weeks.
by the Prohibitionists for Presldant, and
mill and seven or eight million felt of lum- amd will not bo undersold by awyono.
ber was burned. The total loss is $90,009.
Wm. Daniels, of Maryland,for Vico
• Tuesday of this week the Phoenix
The larger portion of this lumber would
President, at the conventionheld in Pittsplaning mill shut down for repairs and for
have passed through this city for the southburg last Thursday.
the purpose of putting in some new maern market but for this fire.
The poach crop in Fennvilleand vicin- chines, two in number. The enterprising
Also keeps on hand a line of
proprietor of the Phoenix, Mr. R. E.
A new telephone company is being ority will not be more than the eighth of a
crop. The curl leaf has greatly Injured Werkman, is rapidly increasing the facil- ganized at Grand Rapids, by Thos. Frlant,
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of Boston, Mass., are the publishers.
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street, opposite first church.

Mrs. A. Ansman, T. Johnson, Sylexter

The opening anthems each Sabbath in Morris, Edward Smith, George Turner
Hope Reformed Church are well rendered. and C. J. Otis.
The good singing of the church is an atWm. Verbeek, P. M.
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1884.

Stock. Watches

aeo vxj

short notioo.

office at Holland, Mich., July 23, 1884:

deceased.

be aold at bottom prices.

and Clocks repaired on

articles

is intended for

«1

‘and

will

£

CALL.

Holland, Mich., April S3,

Como

The book

M.

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Onr large atock of

acci-

dentally.

pointed township treasurer of the town.

GIVE ME

this city.

took a bath sold
at low prices.

supply this city with

in the well that is to

water last

-

unsurpassedin

is

Conductor Nick Moes was knocked
or animals to place on exhibition.
off the railroad bridge by his train this
Assistant Car Accountant, J. A. Lamweek. Fortunately he was not Injured,
Mr. Jas. Huntley, our enterprising
, bert, is away on a week's vacation. His
but was a sorry looking sight, covered
builder and architect, started four more
music loving friends wish him a safe rewith green muck and dirty water.
cottages at Macatawa Park yesterday.
turn.
Mr. Huntley expects to have them ready
We have received a text book on the
Gerrit Wilterdink has been ap- for occupancy in about two weeks.
effects of alcohol on the human system.
Lokker

stock of

SILVERWARE
-

Holmes

of

fine line

full line of

have Juet been received and all who desire a good
CUSTOM-MADE lull of Clothe* wUl do well to

employees from smoking while on duty.

ship of Fillmore in place of C.

hand a

SUITIN'
O-S
Spectacles!

land

Sept. 15th to 19th, five

General Manager Mulliken has

tenor hern was

week. The

A large and very
I also keep on

It is stated by reliable authoritythat

week. Which

we have not learned.

to be

slide of a

in this city this

given at the Mac- terprisepromises to be a success.

will be

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

Jewelry and Clocks.

the C. & W. M. R’y will certainly be exand make a track for
tended 10 miles north from Baldwin this
driving purposes. Nearly all the money
necessary has been subscribed and the en- summer.

J lease

m,

gust 14, at 1 o'clock p.

Silverware, Platedware,

office.

state troops.

The Greenback County Convention will\ At Saugatuck a project is
be held in

A tuning

and adjutant of the second rewarded by leaving the

regiment Michigan

noise.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Last week Friday afternoon firo destroyed the entire business portion of

well

Land around our city, has just

Silent has

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

guests

of Kalamazoo, a

Phillips,

commercial man

The death of William the

Ready-Made Clothing,

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

Conductor Ed. Fay.

Cedar Springs, Kent county, Mich.
is

Tailor,

)8i aai Site fakies

Mbs. Jacob Baisch and Mrs. George

Eighty-five cents is the market price
of new white wheat and ninety

BOSMAN,

J. W-

held in the court house at Grand

will be

family of this place.

-

Merchant

East Saginaw, Mich., are visitingthe fam-

their tickets before entering the train.

The Republican County

dealer In

children, of

Kress, of

Mbs. R. J. Hunt and son Henry, of
Kalamazoo, are visiting H. D. Hunt and

-

and dealer in

Mbs. J. C.

Passengers on the Chicago & West
Mich. R’y will ho longer be obliged to

a mathematical definition for

came near losing an alderman

Bohn:— To Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mosteltb, on Monday morning, July 21, a girl.

yesterday.

subscription is due.

city

yesterday.

Fbank W. Hayden, the Chicago rub-

Please ceme in and see us. Your
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had four murders
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correction— the printing

early varietiesof peaches are rlpei-
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THE OLD COUNTRY CIRCUS.

from that cheek with the bloom of the
peach upon it will save you from these
hood.
rascally thieves, for I will fight them
The old country cirona my Infancy knew!
all for such a favor!’
In thee > dayn of three rings, hippodromes, and
“But'Kitfcy was not to be bribed, and
railroads.
How fond recollection preaentathem to view! seemed about to resign herself to the
‘for weeks while the posters on fences, and
loss of her fruit, when Kinloch shoulchurch sheds.
Por.rayedto my young eyes the scenes that dered his way into the group, and givshould h‘\
ing the last speaker a friendly push,
5o s if: thrill of love, no hroh of ambition.
Has si c cqusle > th > bliss I gained dreaming cried: ‘Leave the girl alone, Grant!’
of <he
And then, turning to Kitty, took the
How faithful I worked in the ways that pre- basket out of her hands, saying: ‘It is
entid
too heavy for your little arms and there
To gain he few pennies my ticket should
How

dear to

my

heart la the ahow of

my

child-

'

•

.

i

.

will

come no one

stealing

your

fruit

was so sweetened— no reward so stu- now, I'm thinking!'
“ ‘I thank you,’ said Kitty, gratefully,
No miser ere cherishedhis board as did I,
How fair the sun shone on the ghd day ap- and walked along by his side.pointed!
“ ‘That is the first time
tim I have seen
How rife with strange ^bustle the sleepy old
“my lady” allow any one to fetch or
town!
And, when o’er the hill came the rumblingof carry for her,’ said her brother.
wagons,
“‘There is no gainsaying Kinloch,
The bound of my heart said : “The circus has
then, as I can tell you, Harry!’ I cried;
come!"
The old, country circus, the faded old circus,
for he always gets his own way in what
Thj one-horseold circus my infancy knew.
he wants.’
What paieant can now that “grand entry" com‘Especially when it has to do with
pas<?
pretty
girls!’ sneered Grant.
Whatwlcof to-day like those jokes of the
“ ‘Treason !’ we all shouted in a
ring?
And those divans of pine boards— such ease breath. 'Kinloch is the same to ns all,
Oriental,
No reserved cushioned chairs of the present to everybody.’
can br>ng.
“ ‘Of course,’ said Grant, recovering
One eleph'nt only, satisfying, majestic,
Not Jumbo, nor sacred,neitherpalmed nor his temper; ‘but are you not all pretty
whitegirls?*
Take them all, and the whole gilded, fraudulent
“We. laughed, and did not deny the
humbug,
No to

pendous—
1

.

For a single return of that honest delight,
The old country circus, the wandering old circus.
The shabby old circus my Infancyknew.
—N. Y. Journal

her lover’s face with a sweet, serious screamed and ran behind their partsmile, ‘you have made me love you, for ners.
I could not help it; but you cannot ,4Waa it an apparition? Was it an
make me mgrry you.’
ill-omenfor the coming year ?
“ ‘Oh, but you will, darling, won’t
“ T seem to frighten you, good peoyou, Kitty?’ he went on, eagerly. 'You ple. Does nobody know me?’
know I can marry now, because I came
“Kitty at that moment was bringing
of age the other day, and I have much in a jug of iced olaret from another
more than my pay now. Is that what door.
you are thinking of?*
“She heard the voice and turned
“'How could I think about that? round, trembling,with a wild cry,
Why will you not understand, Kin- ‘Kinloch, Kinloch, I knew you would
loch ? Your proud old father and your come back!’ And amid a crash of
silver-haired, statelv mother, how could breaking glass— for she let the vessel
they bear for one of their sons to marry slip from her hands— she bounded to
an Irish peasant girl?’
his side, and then disappeared in the
‘“You have nothing to learn from folds of his great cloak.”
the highest lady in the land, my darl“How splendid,Aunt Bell!” said her
ing,’ he said, fondly; 'and younger sons niece, drawing a deep breath; “but if
are not expected to marry heiresses.’
she married him then I do not see why
“But she shook her head resolntely. she should not have done so before.”
“ ‘And is this how you lightly fling
“Ah, but she was a wise girl, little
away a mans happiness for life V
one; she knew it would test his con“ *A few days pain now to save you stancy and prove if he really loved her.
years of regret in the future.’
A, young man’s love at 21 (as she knew
“The young man looked at the girl very well) would not be his choice

perplexed. Where could she have
learned such sentiments? Where had
she gained the strength to express them
so freely ?

“He then said, slowly and solemnly
as if taking an oath: 'Look yonder,
Kitty! That is the evening star. So
soft impeach ment; so the momen- surely as it will shine in the heavens
tary breach was healed.

at

31.”

“What, became of them, aunt?”
“Oh, they married and traveled about
a good deal, and finally both died out
in India within a few months of each
other. There was one son, and I believe he is in the army also. Come,
Kit’y, I shall go to bed,* and not wait
any longer for your father.”
“There is a new lieutenant coming in
Mr. Perry’s place,” said her niece as
she bade her good night.
“The young men are not what they

THE FAMILY DOCTOR.
Sore Chest.— Apply, upon

hops saturatedwith

retiring,

)

vinegar,till re-

lieved.

Sleeplessness. — Induce muscular
fatigue by walking, and refreshing
sleep will follow.

A student once asked his preceptor,
a young man is troubled with
loss of memory, has lascivious dreams,
etc., what should he do?” “He should
call upon a doctor,” was the replv. So

“When

we say to all

young men

so affected :

Give patent medicines a wide berth;
call upon a doctor; and you will necessarily derive from medicine all the virtue that is in it

An Unsuspected Source of Disease.
—Since parasites do infest everything
organic, we are not surprised to read
that M. Joannes Chatin has found a
parasite in the common onion that gives
rise to disease. M. Pasteur, who has

examined it, finds it similar to the parasite of mildew in wheat, but with less
vitality.The affected plants should be
pulled up and burned.

Nettle Rash, or
is

Urticaria.— This

a nervous affection of

the skin, in

which blotches resembling those of the

<

upon the surface,
accompanied by itching and burning
nettle-sting,appear

sensations. Disturbance of digestionis
five, ten, or twenty years, as surely will
“That was the last time we noticed my love remain unchanged for you.
the usual causa For immediate relief,
Kitty coming up to our house with her Bid me come back when you will, Kitbathe the parts with a solution of soda
fruit.
or saleratus, a teaspoonfulto a pint of
ty, and if I have breath in my body
“We knew nothing we could have and strength to do it I will come.’ ,
of hot water. Simple sponging with
said or done would have prevented her,
“ ‘Come back in ten years, Kinloch, I used to be,” sighed the old lady. hot water, or hot salt and water, a taNamesakes.
but we were not quite sure about Kin- will be true to you and wait till then. “Some little whipper-snapper, I’ll lie blespoonful to the quart, is in aorae
“Close the shutters, Kitty. What a loch, who ever since that little episode I will try and improve myself— make bound, with feet that would go in yonr cases still more effeotiva The exciting
wild night it is, to be sure I”
had wandered about like a distressed myself more worthy of your love.’
cause must be removed to effect a perslippers. Good night, childie !”
“The rain is coming down in floods,” lover.
'“Keep as you are, Kitty— remain
Kitty went slowly down stairs and manent cure.
“One day we met Kitty in one of the unchanged,’ said the young man jeal- pondered over in her mind the story of
said a young girl, peering out into the
Bacteria: their Mutability.— Dr.
pitchy darkness.
lanes, and said to her, ‘How is it you ously, Test when I come again I shall the beautiful Kate Daly and the faithCarpenter, at the British Medical As-,
A barrack ground (still and ugly un- never come our way now?’
not see in you the lost look I took away ful Kinloch. She went to the window
sooiation, said that he believes that the1
der the most favorable circumstances), “The girl blushed.
with me, my life, my love !’ he murmur- and undid the shutter. She pictured same germs may, under altered circum-|
looking like some desert waste in the
“ ‘Father prefers to to take up the ed passionately;and kissing her sweet to herself the young man coming to the
stances, produce different diseases. A:
howling wind and driving rain, was things himself,’ she murmured; for brow and mouth, folding her in one window and scratching his name on the
severe attack of any particular disease
just visible.
which painfnlly apparent fib we in- last embrace, he sighed and left her.
glass, and then taking the girl’s hand may so affect the system that a disease
“Why, Aunt Belle,” she continued, stantly forgave her.
“She turned to go into the cottage. in his own, slowly guiding it just be- arises which cannot be recognized as
pausing with one hand on the shut“The days passed on, and Kinloch, A large downy moth which had been low.
related to that from which it proceedters, “here is a name scratchedon this who had before been the life of bumping against the little window sailShe leant in the deep shadow of the ed. Under favorableconditionsan orpane of glass. I never noticed it till our expeditions, was now generally ab- ed in before her, circled thrice round window-seat and strove to realize each
dinary intermittentfever raa/ develop
sent
this minute.”
the candle, and flew into its alluring scene in the little drama. There, un- into a virulent form, which is highly
“What is the name?” asked the old
“Where he had been was evident, for brightness. The candle flickeredand der that very door, stood the blackcontagious.Even the innocent hay
lady, indifferently, half asleep in her we often caught a glimpse of chestnut went out; the moth dropped down with robed figure they had all shrunk away
bacillus may undergo such an alteration
ooey armchair by the fireside.
hair shining through the trees, or the a thud upon the table, dead.
from in the midst of their mirth. What? in its type as to become the germ of se“ K-i-n-l-o-c-h— ‘Kinloch, Scots Oreys,
old picturesque shawl draped over
“Kitty, with eyes blinded by tears Was she dreaming? What stood there vere disease.
1816.' ” read the girl; “and then 'Kitty* Kitty’s head and shoulders, with her and with shaking hands, relit, though at that very moment?
PrecautionsDuring Cholera.— As
written very badly jhst below.”
round, dimpled arms appearing just somewhat tardily, the light.
A figure darker than the gloom of a prevention during cholera time, two
“Kinloch! Kitty!” said Aunt Belle, below.
“ ‘Kitty, my girl,’ said the old man, the room. The rain poured in floods
starting up with sudden interest “Why,
“Kinloch’sregiment had been order- pointing significantly to the singed in- outside, and the wind whistled and drops of cruprum acet., (1 centes, diluthat must be the same man, !” Then ed away to another part of Ireland, and sect, ‘don’t bo as foolish as that silly moaned around the corners of the tion,) every night, and a flannel belt
with a small plate of copper next the
she sank back again, murmuring: “Ah, one morning, a few days before he was thing. Its eyes were dazzled, and it house.
skin,
worn constantly. The strictest
Kitty! there was love in those days, to go, we begged for his company to a had no strength to resist the fa'al
The figure came a little further into moderation in earing and drinking, esand romance, too!”
picnic we had arranged to have with fascination.’
the room. She saw, by the misty pecially the latter. Avoid chills,cold
“Is there no love now?" said her one or two other families.
“ ‘Father, said the girl,’ stooping light, be was a tall man with a dark
draughts of air. over fatigue, and excess
nieoe, coming to her aunt's side and
“ ‘Thanks very much,’ he said; ‘but I down and kissing his gray locks, ‘you
cloak over his shoulder, booted and of all kinds. Live as you usually do,
kneeling down on the hearth rug.
am afraid I shall be too busy.’
may trust me.'”
spurred, with mud up to his hips.
but take no damaged fruit or high
The ruddy flames and glow from the
“‘Oh, but you must come!’ we all
Here Aunt Bell stopped.
> She felt as if the whole scene was to meat. Let your dress be comror!able
fire lit up the girl’s chestnut hair, fair cried. ‘We counted upon you.’
“Is it interesting?Shall I go od?” be played again before her very eyes
and warm. Have a bath if possible
oomplexion, and bright hazel eyes.
“ ‘But I— I have so many things to
“Oh, do! Did he come back?” said but she looked in vain for the* pretty
once a day— at all events twice a week.
Aunt Belle looked lovingly down at do to-day.’
her niece.
girls and ladies in their pnffed sleeves See that the drains of your house are in
4he piquant little f&ee held up to her,
her
“Here he stopped and blushed.
“Well, the years pasted on, and the and short waists, their flowing curls
perfect order; have traps and closets
and said: “Now and again we meet
“We girls were looking very inquisi- girl was joked and
id teased, and had and high-heeled shoes. Kitty— where
well flushed twice a day, and chloride
some of the right kind; but would you tive, and some of the men had a per- many offers of marriage; but she was was she?
of lime or Platt’s chloride put down
Hike to hear the story of that namesake ceptible sneer on their faces.
firm and would listen to none.
And here she blushed to herself in twice daily.— Hea/f/i and Home.
•of yours, Kitty?”
“‘He has got his lady-love to bid
“At last the young fellows grew the darkness.
What to Drink and Keep Warm.
“Very much.”
good-bye to, I dare say” suggested weary of their fuitlessattempts at loveThere was a Kitty; but not the one.
—“If
you want a drink that will keep
'Well, fifty years ago, as you can Philip Grant.
making and the greater part left her
The man came up to the window,
you warm a whole night long out of
easily reckon, I was a girl of 19, and
“Kinloch turned on him with blazing alone.
evidently thinking no one was in the
doors,” said an old policeman to a
was invited to spend the summer eyes. We all kept back. They were
“A few, more unkind, would ask room.
months with my aunt, who then had like globes of fire.
when she .expected
young
The girl shrank back as the wet friend, “don’t drink whisky, or rum, or
one of the finest houses in this county
any liquor. The heat they afford is
“‘Confound it, sir!’ he cried, ‘and gentleman • home, and taunted her clonk brushed against her check.
of Kildare.
short-livedand leaves you cold and
suppose I have! what is that to you?’
in cutting speeches and insinuations.
“Kinloch!” she said, half doubting
“Several regiments were stationed at
weak. They are worse than nothing.
“We all looked at Philip; he was
“Nine years went by, and then there whether the figure would answer, for
the camp and at a neighboring village, very white, but
shrugged his come the battle of Waterloo, when offi- she could hardly tell yet if she was But drink a glass of ale and pepperso you may imagine the girls of the shoulders indifferently and wisely forenew ale and common black pepper. It
cers and men went down in hundreds dreamiqg or no.
not affect your hea l, but it will
party and I looked forward to having a bore to answer.
together.
“Who spoke my name?” he called will
keep your blood warm in the keenest
gay time. Oh ! those few short summer
“Kinloch's temper cooled down as
"Still no word from Kinloch, and out. startled and looking around.
months, Kitty! I grow young again rapidly as it had arisen.
wind and colder rain.” “I never tried
“I did,” said Kitty, feeling very
Kitty’s heart, which had never failed
when I think of them! The ridls
the pepper part of that prescription,”
“ ‘l am sorry to disappointyou, girls,’
abashed,
almost
at
his
elbow.
in its lightness, her step in its speed,
across the Curragh in the fresh morn- he said gently, 'but y u will have to
said a Third avenue oar driver, “but
He glanoed down, drawing away his
now sank and faltered for the first
ale is, I know, thought to be very warming air, when in parties of ten or twelve excuse me.’ And, bowing, he walked
cloak.
time.
ing.
drivers have oolder work
we would gallop for miles on those off.
“I am sure I beg your pardon. I
“Early in the next year— in fact on
breezy stretches of emerald turf; the
than policemen do, I think, and the old
“ ‘We watched his upright, manly
thought the room was empty. I must
handsome officers who enjoved having figure striding along till he disappeared New Year’s night— the officers gave a
ones among us have tried every drink
have come into the wrong quarters;
bide and seek in the dusky evening and then we all looked at each and ball, and every girl and young man for
you ever heard of. We were talking
arriving so late I must have mistaken
miles around was invitei
hours all over the old-fashionedhouse, sighed.
the whole thing over the other night
the block. I hope you will forgive such
"Girls
were
in
great
demand,
and
I
Hot rum, hot whisky, brandy, and ginstarting out of the corners and from
“ ‘A clear case,’ said one girl
went down to my aunt’s house especial- an intrusion?”
ger, and all the clear alcoholicdrinks
behind the doors and chasing us breath“ ‘Head over heels.’
Kitty’s grand castles in the air all
ly for that night.
less down the slippery oaken corridors.
were discussed. But the majority were
“ ‘What will he do?’
fell to the ground with a crash. How
"I
was
anxious
to
see
Kitty
myself,
Then, tired out, we would stroll into
in favor of hot coffee. That is the least
“ ‘How can he marry her ?’
and to find out how the years had pass- commonplace!He was only the new hurtful, the most heating, and the lopgthe garden, and under the trees there
“ ‘Kitty can look after herself.’
lieutenant,after all; but he did not
ed over her head.
est lasting drink 1 know of.”
would be songs, fiir ations, and whis“ 'But I am sure she is in love; she
look the whipper-snapper her aunt had
“You
think,
perhaps,
26
was
rather
pered confidences and promises made never has been before.’
old to be called
girl— do you prophesied.
by the score and never fulfilled.
The Paris of America.
“ ‘He will go away and forget her—
hen you are not Kinloch?” she
Kitty?
“What a mad, merry time it was!
Ho gave the bridal rein a'shakc,
San Francisco is the Paris of Amersaid, in a disappointed tone.
bald, ‘Adieu! for everymore,
“Well, I felt almost the same as I
And the maddest, the merriest, the
“My name is Kinloch,” he answered, ica. The fondness of the people for
My love!
did when I was 16, and quite as ready
handsomestof all was a young Scotch
And adieu for evermore.
amusements, their “fastness,”love of
with a pleasant smile.
lieutenant, Kinloch Kinloch. His
“ 'Never! said I; nothing of the kind to enjoy a dance or flirtation,I can as“My aunt was telling me about this display, disregard of the Sabbath,
mother was Irish, and had bequeathed will happen. I am sure he will marry sure you.
Kinloch.” And Kitty tapped the frame wild, reckless habits of speculation,all
“Kate Daly— that was her name—
her good looks and prosperity for jok- her.’
with her finger. “I will tell you the tend to justify the comparisonwith the
went
to help the ladies unshawl them: ing. And now for Kitty, the heroine.
“That evening Kinloch made his way
story some day, if you like; but you French Capital. Like Paris, this city is
She was the daughter of an old gar- to the old gardener’s cottage. His face selves, and to be ready with needle and
came
into the room just as she said decidedly cosmopolitan in its character.
- dener who lived about a mile away
was pale but he had a determined look thread when an unhappy damsel with
your namesake did, dressed in the same Through its broad “golden gate” and
from my aunt’s house, and of all the in the corners of his mouth, and he car- torn skirt or flounce should require her
way and everything. But, there! I over its continentalhighway people of
* distractingly pretty women that have ried his head well thrown back and assistance.
all nations, creeds and language have
suppose you are not even a relation.”
made men do foolish things, I am sure stepped lightly along.
“She was then 29, and the young
“He was my father,” said the young thronged, with one idea in common, the
. Kitty was one of the prettiest.”
“The girl had just set her fathers girlish beauty had developed into the man, quietly. “So no wonder we are thirst for gold. There are probably
“What was she like?”
supper before him, and had gone out to most lovely of women. Only when her
more rich men in San Francisco, in
something alike.”
“No description could come up to the rest in the garden and watch the still face was at rest, and you caught the
It was now his turn to say, in a dis- proportion to its population, than in
'original; but I can tell you that she beauties of the night
suspicionof an anxious heart upon it,
rid. There are many
appointed tone, “But your name is not any city in the world.
had the Irish blue eye; a oomplexion
“The air was fresh, and m the heavens would you have gnessed her age.
good and righteous people who are fightKittv, I am sure.”
like milk; hair of the brightest and the full moon was ^hurrying through
“She wore a pale tea-rose-tinted
“xes, it is,” said Kitty, eagerly. Then ing faithfully against evil; but there
silkiest chestnut, curling in uttle rings its star-spangled course. The reeds in gown, with raffles of lace of her own
she stopped ; a sudden rosy flush rush- are many more with whom morality
all over her brow and neck, and a slen- a neighboring stream rustled and shiv- making at the neck and sleeves
ed over
>ver her
ner ffacet “At least, no— it is" has probably lost all its significance,
der, upright figure, the envy of half our ered ha the breeze, and a large night
“It was a wild and stormy night withIn proportion to the population, there
> girls. On one day, as a large party of
moth or two came sailing up and bump- out, just such a one as this, but it only
But she could not deny it, for it was are probably more vile, criminal, aud
"ns were standing chattering under the ing against Kitty’s white kerchief on served to enhance the brightness and
abandoned creatureshere than in any
Kitty.
'trees, Kitty passed us with a basket of their way to the fatal candle shining in animation of the scene within.
“These are our namesakes;shall we city except Paris. Divorces and «uifruit.
the window.
“The dancing of the high-heeled write onr names below them, Kitty?”
oiefes are matters of little or no account
“Kinloch for the first time noticed
“The girl looked up to the sky and shoes and tthe< silvery laughter rose
here. It is an admitted fact that Cali“Some day, perhaps.”
the girl and seemed struck dumb with tears filled her eyes.
higher than the wail of the wind, and
fornia buries moresuioidesin proporamazement
“Was it the brightness of the moon? the tinkling wine-cups drowned all
Tanner’s record in fasting has been tion to the population than any state
“He stood at a little distance and
'“Why, do you weep, Kitty? saida sound of rain.
e
T1
greatly surpassed by a Newburg spider in the union. The prolific causes are
tkept his eyes fixed on her.
voice at n
her side, |
“Suddenly there was a lull; we stopthat lived two
two hundred
hundr
and
four days dissipation, financialesnbarassment,
“It was love from that very moment,
' No need to turn to look for the
ped in our dances; a chill blast seemed
dor
trouble. , Nowhere is the
without food or water. That specimen and‘ domestic
and every one noticed it
speaker! The girl buried her face in to have entered the room; we turned
marriage
bond,
that should be the
ought to be . stuffed and mounted for
“All the other- young fellows, of her hands and sobbed afresh.
and saw a silent, dark figure standing
permanent
preservationwith the record guarantee of peace and contentment,
course, immediately swarmed around
'“You are going away?' she said.
in the doorwav.
of his extraordinary fast California so lightly regarded; nowhere is forthe girls basket, and began helping
“ 'Yes, I am going away,’ said Kin“He was tall and handsome, but his
spiders stuffed are in great demand for tune so fickle; nowhere do so many
* themselves with not so much as ‘By
loch; ‘but you will come with me, Kit- large black cloak, carefully slung over
ay from a position of wealth
collections at 50 cents apiece. This fall in a day
your leave.'
ty, for you love me.’
his shoulder, was dripping with the
Tanner
spider ought to fetoh a largo to want. Such transitions disturb the
“Kitty began expostulating, but they
“ ‘I love you, but I shall not accom- rain and making large pools on the
price for a premium.— Dr. Foote'v mental balance, and destroy the power
put her off.
pany you.’
floor. His legs, booted and spurred,
of self-control-Rev. Dr. Eccleslon.
Health Monthly.
“ ‘Sure, Kitty,’ said one, ‘and you
“ ‘But you must. I have spoken to were mud up to the hips.
would like ns to have the best, I’ll be the old priest and he is ready to marry
“Just at that moment the clock struck
If a proud man makes me keep my
“Better no divorce than the goal to
us.’
12, and the year 1818 was broken. distance, the comfort is that he keeps which we ore now madly tending,”
another, ‘Mahone, one kiss
“ ‘Kinloch,’ she said, looking up into Some of the more excitable girls his at the same time.
remarks Judge Noah Davis.
;
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Nothing like It.
No medicioe has ever beemknown

ual in the care of all those diseasesarising

from an Impure condition of the blood as
Bcovill’s Sarsaparilla,or Blood and Liver
Syrup, the universal remedy for the cure of
scrofula,white swellings,rheumatism,pim*
pies, blotches, eruptions,venereal BJres and
diseases, ouniumption, goitre, boils, cancers,and all kindred diseases.* There is no bettor

means of securing a beautiful complexion
than by using ScovilTsSarsaparilla,or
Blood and Liver Syrup, which cleaises the
blood and give i permanentbeauty to the skin.
Young Men, Bead This.
Thb Voltaic Belt Co., of Marshall, Mich.,
offer to send their celebratedBlbctro- Voltaic Belt and other Elkctuic Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troubles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete
re toratmn to health, vigor, and manhood
guaranteed. No risk Is incurred, as thirty
days’ trial Is allowed.Write them at once

To

a

hereditarydisease, either as directly propagated in its gem
germ or taint, or
or as
engrafted on a constitutiontoo feeble
to resist attacks from without. It is
not a local disease,like yellow fever,
nor un occasional one, like cholera; nor
is it confined to a certain period of life.
Its deadly work is going on always and
everywhere, from infancy to old age.
Few others compare with it in fatality.
It may mock its victims with hope to
the last, but its grasp, once folly fixed,
is, in the majority of cases, relaxed only
is a

for illustrated pamphlet, free.

\

more men rushed
very large extent consumption the time the big

Consumption In Its Early Stages.
so effect'

Marvelous Restorations.
The cures which aro being made by Drs.
Starkey & Palen. HOB Girard street, Philadelphia, in Consumption,Catarrh, Neuralgia,
Bronchitis,Rheumatism,and all chronic diseases, by Compound Oxygen, are indeed
marvelous. If you are a sufferer from any
disease which your physician has failed to

Post-mortems reveal multitudesof
healed and scarred lungs— probably
self-cured— in persons who have died
of other diseases;and medical history
records many similar cures, the result
of well-directedtreatment.
The conditionout of which consumption is developed is always one of feebleness. Our only hope is in physical invigoration.
Says a distinguished British author-

sweet. Patients who have once taken it every means possible of the general
prefer it to all others. Physicians hare de- health. The most important indication
cided it superior to any of the other oils in
in the treatment of this disease has
market
been in the past, and probably will be
"Put up" at the Gault House.
in the future, to endeavor, by means of
The bualnessman or tourist wlU flnd flrstclass accommodations
at the low price of tS good hygiene, good food and suitable
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chica- remedies,to promote and maintain,as
go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
ar as possible, the normal performance
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
of the digestive and assimilativeprocity, only one block from the Union Depot
cesses which is essential to healthy nuElevator; all appointments first-class.
H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
trition.”
The requisitesto this eud are rest
Chapped Hands, Faoe, Pimples and rough
from one's usual occupation; change of
Skin, onred by using Juniper Tar Soap, made
surroundings ; out-door exerciseand a
by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York.
nutritious diet of easy digestion. Fat,
which is so desirable, should be taken
the form of butter, cream, eggs,
DR.
BULL’S
)acon, etc. To relieve the fatigue of
he early morning cough, and to promote expectoration,warm tea or chocoate, with plenty of milk is good, before
dressing. At night, to prevent night
FOR THE CURE OF
sweats, give egg and milk, or strong

JOHN

AGUE

CHILLS and FEVER,
AND UL MALARIAL DISEASES
Or

The proprietorof

this celebrated medicine juitly olaime for it a mperiority over
all remediee ever offered to the public for

the SAFE, CERTAIN,

for the bank, and by
depositors had heard

of the ran and got around there was a
big line in front of 'em. It took three
hours to pay off my men with currency
from my safe at the shop, which I carried in the back door of the bank. In
that three hours we raised enough
money to pay everv dollar due our depositors,and the Dank was saved.”—
Chicago Herald.

The Shrine of

Sidl

ab Dullah.

Here, nearly 1,200 years, has slumbered a personal friend of the founder
of the faith of Islam, who lived, died,
in death.
and was buried, wearing always, as a
Shall we then give op to it in despair ?
By no means. It is an established fact symbol of devotion, a portion of the
Prophet’s beard on his breast The
that it can be cured in its earlier stage.

ity, “If we ask what treatment is atcure, write for information about this Treat* tended by the best results, the experimenu
ence both of the past and present will,
Puri Ood-Llver Oil, made • from selected I think, unhesitatinglyreply that which
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
A Co., New York. It Is absolutelypure and has for its object the improvementby

FEVER and

•

SPEEDY and PER-

MANENT cure

of Ague and Fever, or Chilli
and Fever, whether of ihtfrt or long standing. He refers to the entire Western and
Southern country to hear him testimony to
the truth of the assertion that in no case
whatever will it fail to cure if the directions are etriotly followed and carriedout.
In a great many oases a single does has
been anffloient for a cure, and whole families have been onred by a tingle bottle, with

>eef-tea, the last thing.

The

aim of the drugs administered should be to invigorate the digestive organs. “I would also say,”
special

adds the above author, “take care of the
stomach, and the lungs will take care
of themselves.”Of course, a skilled
jhysicianmust direct the details.

—

Youth’s Companion.

chamber is about twenty-one

^

’v’

TT"

A Modest Competence
In the way of health ie more commonly our
share than an exuberance of that desirable article. Let it be our aim to keep whht we have
He wae Afflictedwtlh Stone In thr
got, not to waatp the blessed endowment by imprudent IfelM and working. It may be safely
Bladder; aluo, like Him, waa Curedpredicated of Methuselah that he was not a dyspeptic. The rapid rate at which this modern
by the Use of Dr, David Kennedy'*
generation lives, prematurelyexhausts the physFavorite Remedy (of Rondont, N. Y.)
ical encrgls* rf many. A safe means of their renewal mav be found in Hostel ter'e Stomach BitMr.8.
W.Uicka,of Plouunt Valley, Dutcben Co*
ters, a genuine auxiliary of digestion and secretion. and a jrlme source of vigor. When a no- H. Y., the eon of Mr. E. 8. Hick*,whoee name may
tice to quit is nerved with it on the ttoubicsome
tenant, dysi>cpsla, he speedily evacuates tha have appeared in thia Journal in connectionwith an
premises,
it is no less potent in bringinga
i. and
audit
article aimilar to thia, waa, like hia father, afflicted
rebellious liver into subjection.Constlrstion
yields to it, and rheumatism cannot successfully with Stone in the Bladder,only that hia caae waa more
oppose its depurating action. It is a tine regu- aeriouathan hia father’*.The father advised the ao*
lator of the kidneys anl bladder, and tranqullIres and tones the nerves. It lays a foundation to write to Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondont, N. Y.. who^
of health upon which prndence may raise a last- he said, would tell him what to do. Dr. Kennedyreing superstructure.Lastly, though not least,it

LIKE HIS FATHER

Is

feet

commended by

plied. Huygeatlng the

the medical fraternity.

Where to Have

Bills

Sent

KENNEDY’SFAVORITE

Aae. Mr. Hioka.who had been aaaurod by

fnthor'H

square, and lofty. Its walls are covIn a Dakota town, one Sunday afteis
ered with a geometricalpattern, worked noon, the Postmaster called on his
out in black and white marble. Four neighbor, and as he took his departure
lengthy inscriptionsare imbedded in he informed his neighbor that there
them, and the room is dimly lighted by was a letter in the postoffice for him.
four small windows of rose-coloredand A few days afterward the Postmaster
blue glass. From the cupola of fret- met his neighbor in a saloon and told
work hangs & grand old chandelierof him again about the letter that bore
twisted Venetian glass. Below this is his address. John discharged a stream
the tomb itself, surrounded by a high of tobacco juice, straightenedup, and
grating of bronze, shut in by four mar- said:
ble columns about seven feet high.
“William, from what State did the
From a rod, on a line with the grating, letter come?”
hang festoons of ostrich eggs and gold“Ohio,” replied the P. M.
alls. The catafalque above the
“Send it to the dead-letteroffice.
grave is covered by two elaborately That letter contains my grocery bill.
embroideredballs; the first of black Confound that grocery man, he has
and white velvet, adorned with Arabic discovered my location again. ’’—Peel’s
inscriptions of silk, was the gift of the Sun.
late Ahmed Bey; the second, of pink
inauranoe.
and blue brocade, was a votive offering
Insurance is a good thing, whether applied
from Mohamed of Sadek. Over these to life or property. No less a blessing Is anyhung thirteen banners, rich in gold, thing that Insures good health. KidneyWort does this. It Is nature’sgreat remedy.
silver, and needlework—the tribute of
It is a mild, olllcientcathartic, and acting at
the successors of Hussein ben Ali to the same time on the Liver, Kidneys, and
the sanctuary of the Sidi bou Awib. Bowels, it relieves all those organs and enaOur visit was certainlyunexpected, for bles them to perform their duties perfectly.
It baa wonderful power. See advt.
at least a dozen fine Arabic manuscripts rested on as many lecterns of
Courage is the strengththat enables us to
mother-of-pearl and tortoise-shell in combat evil; fortitude Is the armor that resists evil after the combat is decided against
rdian
front of the screen. The guardu
us.— Newman independent.
the zaouia could hardly realize the
Dairymen Gettiug Rich.
fact of Christiansdesecratingby their
Progressive dairymen, who are only satispresence such holy ground. Running
his amber chaplet through his hands fied with the best results, are adding to their
wealth and conferringa benefit on sod *ty by
with feverish haste, he suddenly threw the rapid improvements
making in
himself upon his face, and probably the art of butter m-Aing. This o’ass use
prayed to be forgiven. Some Algerian Wells, Richardson A Co.'s Improved Butler
Color, and know by actual test that It tills
soldiers who had followedus prostrated
every claim made for It.
themselves before the tomb, and eagerlv
;hrough
A horrible but humorous paragraphiBt
kissed the edge of the palls throng]
the metal ' lattice-work. Looking at Buggeat* that the Boston cremator? is only a
new way of baking beings.
the bright white marble pillars of the
cloister,my eye fell on one remarkable
Horford's Add Phoaphmte,
capital ; at either corner a bird supVERY SATISFACTORYIN PROSTRATION.
ported a Greek cross in the center.
Dr. P. P. Gllmaitln, Detroit, Mich., says:
The spoils of some fair Byzantine ‘‘I have found it very satisfactoryin its effects, notably in the prostration attendant
chnrch had evidentlybeen brought to
upon alcoholism."
honor the resting-place of the “Friend
Why ought poultry-keepingto be a most
of the Prophet”— Tunis, Past and

they

Bermuda’s Coral Reefs,
“There’s hills and mountains down
there, Sir,” said an old sailor to me one Present.

uae of

REMEDY, which had worked ao aucroeafullyin the

profitable business? Because for every grain
you give a fowl it gives a peck.

the local physiciansthat they
for

could do nothing more

him, tried FAVORITEREMEDY. After two weoka*
atone ^ of an inch long and of

uae

of It he paaacd

the

thicknessof a pipe-stem. Since then he ha*

a

had

no symptoms of the return of the tronble. Here la a.

been expectedt What greater benefit could medical*
science

confer? The end was gained ; that Is surely-

enougb. Dr. Kennedyassuresthe

public,

by amputa-

tion

which hegannotaffordto forfeit or Imperil, that

the

FAVORITE REMEDY

does invigoratethe blood,

cures liver, kidney and bladder complaluta,aa well aa
those

all

diseasesand weaknesses peculiarto females.

FAIKT.
ja
Pain is supposed to be the lot of ua poor mortal*
aa inevitable aa death, aud liable at any tlmetommi
upon ua. Therefor* It is importantthit remedial
agents should b • at hand to be used in sn emergency,
when we aro made (o fgol the excruciatingagonies o!
pain, or the depnailnginfluence of disease.
Such a remedial agent existsin that old Reliabls
Family Kemedy,

PERRY DAVIS'

Pain-Killer
It

was the first and

the only perma-

is

nent Pain Believer.

ABE UKSURPASSED.

ITS MERITS
There
cures

nothing to equal it. In a few momenta It

is

Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Dl*

arrhaa, Dysentery,Flux,

*

Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache.

It

is

brand to

CURE CHOLERA
When

all

other Remediesfall.

WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AS A LINIMENT, nothinggiven quicker ea«e in Itnrne. Cuta,
HrulNes,Hpralna. NtliijralYum Inse ta. ami*'
‘
It remov-SA
and the wonm
wound heals
Ncalda.
remove? the fire, ana
like ordinary
iryeort'i.
eor*?. Thmie
Thom suffering
with
Rheu
..... ______
______
,jnpMP*
tisiu,Uout,
t. nr
or Neural
Neuralgia,
a, if
it not a poeiUve cure, they
ves
tin
in
relief
when
nofind tlio 'AlN-KlLLER _gi____
other remedy
edy will. In aectlonii
oecl
of the country whera-

‘
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FEVER AND AGUE

day as we were scudding in toward the
Solomon’s Judgment,
You Will lie Happy.
Sound ; “and fields and forests, all made
PrevaUs there 1* no remedy h^Jd In ^rr**er esteem.
Now y on remember in the Book of
Make your old things look now by using
of coral. Of a clear day eight or ten
Kings the judgment of Solomon, which the Diamond Dyes, and you will bo happy.
miles outside, sir, with my water-glass,
*OLO RV ALI
has always been admired as a proof of Any of the fashionablecolors for 10c. at tiio
I’ve seen things as you could hardly
great legal wisdom among the Jews. druggists’.Wells, Richardson A Co., Burllngbelieve if I told you. Mighty big trees,
toe, Vt.
!
I must confess that, not having a legal
tor patentuntil obtained. Writo tor Inventorn nukM.
and places like grass plats and onion
grip—
the
man
who
twlstei
a
Lost his
mind, I never could suppress a certain
fields, bigger’n any in Bermuda; groves,
shudder when reading the decision of mulo’s tail.
like palmettos, and buildin’s and
No woman can live without some share of
Solomon : “Divide the child in two, and
churches— cathedrals, I believe you
give half to the one and half to the physicalsuffering;but many accept as Inov- I
lialile a great amount of pain which can bo
call ’em— like they have in London,
other.” Let me now tell you the same avoided. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable k Address VALENTINE BROS.. Janesville, Wls.
with heaps of steeples, and big fish
story as told by the Buddhist, whose Compound was invented by one who underRnwr,HffA8THIA
PrioeWeu.il
going to meetinT
sacred Canon is full of such legends stood its need, and had the rare skill to pro*
man. StowetiaOW
“No fairy tale, now, Captain.”
Mass.
and parables.In the Kanjur, which is vide a simple, yet admirably effective,remedy.
“No, sir; all fact, except ’bout the
the Tikethan translationof Buddhist
Grain merchants seldom indulge in short
meetin’. Fish hain’t got much feelin’,
Tripitaka, we likewise read of two stories; they prefer cereals.— Botton Courier.
specially sherks, and marays, and graywomen who claimed each to be the
anappers, you know. ”
Hay-Fever is a typo of catarrh having pemother of the same child.
culiar symptoms. It Is attendedby an inThe coral reefs on which the Bermuda
The King, after listeningto their flamed condition of the lining membrane of
Islands are built extend a distance of
quarrels for a long time, gave it up as the nostr.ls, tear-ductsand throat, affecting
from ten to twenty miles beyond the
hopeless to settle who was the real the lungs. An acrid mucus Is secreted, the
land west, north, and east, much of the
Is accompanied with a burning senmother. Upon this Visakha stepped discharge
sation. There aro severe spasms of sneezing,
•intermediatespace being dotted with
forward and said: “What is the use of frequent attacks of headache,watery and BIST IN THI WOULD.
islands and darkened by innumerable
CT Oat tha Oanulaa. told iveirwhera.
examining and 'cross-examiningthese Inflamedeye?. Ely’s Oonra Balm is a remedy
shoals that are of endless torment to
AJ OT OILY TO TNI SVITKt.
founded
on
a
correct
diagnosis
of
this
disease
women ? Let them take the boy and
wmM fry *Wmm 4m
sailors. The shores are with little exand can be depended upon. 60 cts. at drugsettle it among themselves."Thereupon
BM|Vi Fm4 tapplrmratIk.
gists; 60 ots. by mail. Sample bottle by mall
ception rugged, broken, made up of
MdldM ud bring bwk lUrngtb
both women fell on the child, and when 10 ots. Ely Bros.. Druggists,Owego, N. Y.
over-hanging cliffs and peculiar terrace
and comfort,bat Ik. drilMl. swtkrr
the fight became violent the child was
like layers of rock. In places the ceasewill And In IK daily um JoU whatli
A poor man Id Philadelphia,who had Bufhurt and began to cry. Then one of
nrtdrd to rbtrk and MppUmmllks
fered terribly from rheumatism, borroweda
less action of the waves have made deep
drain mad. upon nainrr'ifore*.
them let him go, becaose she oonld not dollar with which bo purchaseda bottle of
caverns, bored holes, carved fantastic
Try
mutbm, and br oosvlimdu
bear to hear the child cry. Tnat set- Atblophorofl. He took his first dose on TuesRrdpM lo lull dHfrrrnl larUa aw
shapes and made decorationsthat recoiDuuir
rarh can. Four ilan. Ik.
tled the question. The Kmg gave the day afternoon and on Wednesday,after but
up. WOOLR1CI! k CO. <« labrt.
semble stucco work. Sea moss carpets,
seven doses, he had not an ache nor a pain
child to the true mother, and had the
loft. Price $1 per bottle. Athlopboros Co.,
many of them weird-lookingstructures,
other beaten with a red. This seems to lli WaU Street, N. Y.
hang in long wreaths from escarpme, if not the most primitive, yet the
ment and cornice, where mermaids and
more natural form of the story, show- The penetratingqualities of petroleum are
well known to those who have any knowledge
mermen can go to work housekeeping
ing a deeper knowledge of human of Its propertiesat all, and that is what makes
and find all sorts of beautiful and
nature and more wisdom than even the it so valuable as u hair producer. Carbotino Furnished upon abort notice, at loweat prices and
CDsthetic articles to embellish their ineasy terms. Also ail kinds of paper, cardboard aud
wisdom of Solomon.— ifoo; Muller, in Is crude oil deprived of its odor and color.
J! _____
s printingoffloe,
envelope
stork requiredin s
teriors. Hermit crabs scramble awkContemporary Review.
Bend tor Monthly PrUv-IJxt of Printing Mialcrtsl
Skinny Men. ’’Wells’ Health Renewer" restores
wardly along the sharp ledges near the
NEvVBP,
•APKB
and Paper Stock. Address CHICAGO NE
health and vigor,cures Dyspepsia, Impotence.$1. ONION. 271 A 278 Franklin Street
itreet Chicago,HI.
water, looking like criminals trying to
The Original of J. Horner.
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
hide, scudding for an untenanted periLittle Jack Horner is so indelibly Piso’b Cure for Consumption is not only
winkle or vacant conch shell when associated in the Anglo-Saxon mind pleasantto take, but it is sure to eure.
j
pressed for time, while here and there,
with the popular pie of this period of
Ask for It In"Rough on Tooth Ache,
in natural aquaria, little tanks and the year that it is interestingto hear slant relief,quick eure. 15c. Di
)ruggists.
bowls of water in the rocks, you can that he is believed to have been a memPhysicians & Surgeons
Of (MICA OO. Rffnlar Mrioa OWPublic speakers and singers usePlso'sCure
see pretty small try that seem to have
'D RrpC n, IKW. rw Md bat
ber of the family of his name last for hoarsenessand weak lungs.
manpd Coll*. EAiflc la tkfc
concluded to drop in there and rest till
seated at Mells, near Frome, in SomerEiMrWnrcd Facalty.
the tide comes up again and enables
Cllakwl sdvaatama.Fit
“Rough on Pain." Porous Plaster, for Backsetshire. A will dated 1540, contains
addra* IwTd. A, E.
them to rejoin their congeners in the bequests
. Swrrtary,1HOI Sou*
“John Horner the ache, pains In the Chest Rhenmatism. 25c.
M., Chkaf.,UL
deep green sea.
younger,” and in the previous year, at
If afflictedwith Sore Eyes, use Dr.
Mme. L. LANGE’fr
Saving a Bank.
the destruction of the great abbev of Thompson’s Bye Water. Druggists sell it. 85c.
Glastonbury,
so
eloquently
alluded
to
. “I saved a bank from bursting onoe,
TOR
'Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder. Fine,
myself,” remarked a seedy-looking old by Fronde, the Horners clawed up a Smooth, Cleansing, Refreshing, Preservative.15a
chap, as he laid down a morning paper, considerableshare of the goodthiugs

PATENTS feTcflMSS

week or two after the
disease has been cheeked, more eipeoially
in difficult and long-standing oases. Usually thia medicine will not require any aid
to keep the bowels in good order. Should
the patient, however,reouire a cathartic
medioine, after bavins tak<
in smaller doaei for a

fleient

BULL’S SARSAPARILLA ie the old and
remedy for impuritiei of the blood
and Scrofulous affections—the Xing of

Tellable

JUood Purifiers.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared in the form of
candy drops, attractive to the eight and
pleasant to the taste.

WORK

JOHN

X»R.

BUXala'B

SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
The Popular Remedies of the Day.
Prlaelpal Office, 881 lala SL, LOUISVILLE,

XT.

SMIMBK-StJSS'SIffi

QUZEBmeuH
II,

ARE YOU
BILIOUS?
If

you

have frequent headache,
mouth
tite,

appetongue coated, you are
tastes bad, poor

troubled with torpid liver or
“ biliousness.” Why will you

when a few bottles of
Hops and Halt Bitters will
cure you ? Do not be persuffer,

suaded to try something else
said to be just as good. For
sale by

all

1

;

feel dull, drowsy,

dealers.

HOPS & MALT
BITTERS CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

•

to

LAMSa

which he had perased second-handed.
“I admit I ain’t very wealthy now, but
years ago, before my troublescome on
me, I had large interest* in manufacturing and banking. I was Presi-

going, so mnch so that an old distich
runs: “Horner, Popham, Wyndham,
and Thynne. When the Abbot came
out they went in." The plum which

Jack palled cat is surmised to
have
been
a handsome share of the
dent of the bank in onr town when
there was a little panic and people monastio estate, satirically alluded to
made a run. I went in to see how they bv a wag, who certainly never dreamed
ater every child
were getting along, just as the excite- that nearly 400 years lai
• • LYDIA I. PINICHAM’t
ment began, when I found they couldn’t on this continent would be familiar
VEGETABLE COMPOUND stand it until the dose of banking with his rhvme. The Horners are still
•••IS Aposmvi OUB1IOR"* hours. The Directors wanted to sus- living at Mells.
in those palatal Coaplalata pend, but I objected. I told ’em to
•and WeakaMsea so ooMoa*
Columbia River Cannery.
leave it to me. Happened it was _
pay_
• '•'•'toearbest”****
Mr.
George
Home, one of the largest
day at my shop. Rustled np there, put
• • FEKALI POPULATION, • •

704 Broadway. V. Y. City.
AGENTS SW ANTED.
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little

THE

For Norte or
and

1

CEMu^mEDI
.

Mi

Mk

Steam Power
men

the beat
Territoriesuse it aud

to 80 States
will have BO

RELIABLE! DURIBLE! SIMPLE!

canners of fish on Colombia River, Oregon,
a fiea in the engineer’s ear, and in five
that he suffered with rhenmatism for
—
—
—
mL- says
minutes
the- engine broke
down. The
seven years, having spent six months at
men were glad
rlad to
to get a holiday, but Arkansas Hot Springs and at Paso Robles
wanted their money. I told ’em we Springs, Cal., fonr months in every year,
didn’t have the currency ready, but without benefit. Finally he tried Si Jacobs Rheumatism, ‘fleuralQl*,.Sciatica,
would give ’em checks on the bank. Oil, the great [min cure, and in a short time
My clerks made out the checks in a all stiffness and soreness of the joints disiia alii
hurry, and weren’t over-particular appeared.
•itdbj
about losing any time figuring out odd
The close of the late war— the Blue and tha
TOE cnAUI.ES A. vaoEMW oa._
cents. Well, my two hundred and Gray.— Ttnw SifUnge.
IMJ. iMXuaaeu)
*

TIFFIN
MACHINERY!
Hundredsof

Hapi

MssMtaBHAiM*

'

college:

_

Mm,

.
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tick man healed. What better results could hava

’

are sellioK and keep for sale eomo very line

{Continuedfrom Uut istue.)

The

interest is rapidly

have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of

increasing. Not

®nly the teachers, but scheol effleers as

well as temperance associations in

this

COOKING STOVES,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

HOLLAND, MICH.

and many other states are writing to this

AND RANGES.

department to find oat what U being done,

Ladies are invited to

and what boons are adopted, or what the

call

and examine our stock of

department considers the best for school
and teachers. Leading educators as well

common

as

A

district school teachers are in-

large

tensely interested. They have not waited

a book to

for

recommended bat have
their own judgment

be

ms.

purchased books op

and are studying and teachers the princi-

cuss

ples of physiology and hygiene and the
effects ot alcoholic drinks etc., as

Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints,

stock of

i

mu
•

always on band.

a

new dress goods that

with less prejudiceto advance the cause
temperance in

this state,

and

produce

to

We have

a large

aaaortment of

in an endless number of styles

in favor of total

abstinence, than what has been

done

In the Clothing Department

in

ALABA STINE

the passage of the law referred to.

The next will no doubt be

and

generation,

a

in all

temperance

heme,

do untold work

will

forming such members of

may

/

finest

mens’ Etnd Boys’ Spring; Suits
ever brought to this

thades.

at

city.

Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.

school, and with their temperance text
at

we have some of the

the children of the pres-

ent age, by their knowledge they get
books

and designs.

Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

state boundaries so great a

wave of public sentiment

rapidly growing very popular with ladies.

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos

my opinion there is noting that could
pave been done more successfully and
In

beyond our

is

contem-

plated by the law.

ef

Patterns.

i Dress'

in re-

Garden

i

Farming Tools.

Hats and Caps, Gent’s Furnshing Goods, Etc., Etc.

their firesides as

net be free from intemperatehabits.

Yours very

truly,

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The best of

H. R. Goss,
Supt. PuNic Instruction,D. P.

COMB EABLIT

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Thousands Say So.

recommendyour

“I never hesitateto
tric Bittersto

my

Elec-

GET BEST BABO-AIITS

Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.

and White Lead.

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:

and

can be obtained of us.

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

customers, they give en-

Agents wanted for authentic
edit ton of his life. Published

BLAINE

at

tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.’’

We

Electric Bittersare the purest and best

medicine known and

will positively

blood and regulate the bowels. No famican be without them. They

hundreds of dollars

year. Sold

wiil

in doctor's bills

Uv

cure

Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify the

ly

Barbed Pence

every

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

at fifty cents a bottle by H.

.

book

mes

There are

of this wonderful

complete library in itself. The comare

now

offered

which should be taken advantage of by
every lover of books, and which place

now

issued will be delivered, free of

1884.

soon

as published,

by the payment of the

GIVE US A CALL.
Stairs,

the hearty

gentlemanly treatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with ue.

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

VAN OORT. & BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich.. April 2,

1884.

and the

TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED LIVER,
From

and MALARIA.

these sources arise three-fourths ol

the diseases of the

mi

WASHES,

!

1884.

human race. These

: Loss of
Appetite, Bowels costive, Sick Head*
ache, fullnest after eating, aversionto
ciertlon of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Eow
spirits, A feeling of baring neglected

their existence

for

f

President

JL

TUTPS PILLS

Bold everywhere, 95e. Office, 44 Murray 8t.,N.Y.

Brackets, etc. made and

Office

and shop on River

near the corner

of

Tenth Street,

JAS.
Holland, May

other

leading educators of the city. For further
0. J.

VAN

wanted for The Lives of all Ihe
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest,handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastest selling book in America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a successful agent.
Street, Terms free. Ballet Book Co., Portland, Maine.

AGENTS

furnished.

M5«I1

particularscall on the agent at the City

a *aa v
ot jlmm jm. jl
vlwa ttiiu UU"
profuse aud artisticin illustration, conscienmand the use of a tomedy that acts directly
tions, forcible, brilliant in authorship.The StanontheLivec, AsaLIvormodlolneTUTFS
dard Campaign History. Authorized. Rich In PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
matter but low In price— Ig.OO. The agents’
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
harvest. Send 50 cts. for outfit aud our special, all imparities throagh these three “ scav>ractical instructionsin the best methods of sellengers of the avstem,'* producing appengit. Success and large profits ensured. Act at tite, sonnd digestion, regular stoolStb clear
r,
once. The Campaign will oe short, but brilliant Skin and a vigorous body.
and profitableto agents. Address
cause no nausea or griping ner Interfere
N.D. THOMPSON & CO.. Publishers,
with dally work and are a perfect
St. Lonls, Mo., or New York City

ANTIDOTE TO MALARIA.

42-tf

endorsement of Profs.

Kollen, Doesburg, Boers,
v

Hand Bailing, Sash

We promiseprompt and

month until all are paid for. This

book has

PILLS

fact,

done on short notice.

are delivered, and thereafterof five dollars a

•

TUTFS

and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustive In

express charges, at the house of any sub-

small sum of $10 at the time the books

Larcest,

BLAINE & LOGAN

ished and completed.

all

scriber,and the remainder of the work as

‘

Planing and Re-sawing the REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES

GLASS, ETC., EU’.

It

within the reach of all. All the books

home.

For the only genuine Pictorial Biographies of

plete work will consist «of about twenty-

one volumes. Terms

fin-

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

before the public,

chase of all other books unnecessary;it

for all

Ajrusta,his

ihaidsomest, cheapest,best.
By the renowned historian and biographer,Col.
Coowell, whoso life of Garfield, publishedby us,
outsold the twenty others by 60,000. Outsells
every book ever publishedin this world; many
agents are sellingtlftv daily. Agents are making
fortunes.All new beginnerssuccessful;grand
chance for them. $43.50 made by a lady agent the
first day. Terms most liberal. Particulars free.
Better send 25 cents for postage, etc., on free outfit. now ready. Includinglarge prospectusbook,
and save valuable time.
ALLEN & CO.,
Portland, Maine.

symptoms indicate

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

and the seventeenth will appear in a few weeks. The
posession ef the work renders the puris a

Estimates given

kinds of buildings

WHIPS, PUMPS,

Excvclop.eduBkitannica.—

u

Wire

save

Walsh.

n

keep all kinds of

27,

HUNTLEY.

1883.

17-tf.

DUREN, W. VAN DER VEERE

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed

instantly to a Glossy Black by a single applicationof this DTE. Bold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receiptof gt.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.

mri
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help yon
to more money right away
than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely (Ure.
At once address True db Co.. Augusta. Maine.

A PRIZE.

MAMUAl OF

USEFUL RECEIPTS

fig,

H. BOOISTE,

hotel.
The oldest established Stable In the

'’From Maine

to California,” is the title

of a beautiful patriotic ooug,

by

City

Will L.

Thompson, whose songs have already
reached a sale of over a million copies.
Everybody will soon be singing “From
Main to California.”Send 35 cents to the
publishers, W. L. Thompson & Co.,

VAN DUREN SCO., Prop's

In

,

Clbve-

is

made of the

Having latelyre opened the “Clty.Meat Market’
the First Ward, we kindly Invite the citizens

of this city to glye us a “call.”

land and Hendricks.

Announcement

£ IRON
THE ONLY

East Liverpool, Ohio.

The Anthorlced Pictorial Lives of

Meat Market,

We

intend to keep our market supplied with the

best and choicest meats that.can be procured.

near Eighth,

I have the newest and best
city,

HEARSE,

In this

with the fineat horses and carriagesfor funeral

purposes, which I will furnish

as cheap,

if

not cheaper

than any party iu this city.

1882.BOONE.
H.

Holland, July 28th,

25-lf

rapid
FACTS REGARDING

We make

the Lives of the Presidential Candidates

^IWihTu GEO.

the Democratic ticket, written by the
It will

veteran author, Co). Frank Triplett,and
published by N. D. Thompson & Co.,
Louis, Mo.t

Street,

TRUE

< TONIC

completion of Pictorial work comprisiag

on

On Market

city.

and canjasenrc our patrons that the Laid pur
chased of|UB, is perfectly pnre and of fine quality.
0. J. VAN DUREN A CO.
Holland. Mich.. Feb. 15.
2—

St.

and New York. This work

1888.

purify and enrich the

BLOOD,

regulate

dlgeane* requiring a certainand eflclen IONIC,
e*peclallyDysnepiia.WantofAppellte.IndlgeGlion, Lack of Strength, etc.. It* me I* marked
with immediate Mid wonderfulresult*. Bone*,
mutcles and nerve* receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and tupplle* Brain Tower.
a
•uffertngfrom all complaint*
k A Dl BlO peculiar to their *cx will find In
D&. HABTHR’B IRON TONIC a safe aud speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of 1)R.
Hajtkr’9 ikon Tonic Is that frequent attempts
st counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the original. If you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Original and Best.
^Sendyoar addressto Tbs Dr. Harter Med.Co.\
St. Louis, Mo., for our “DREAM BOOK." 1
\Fullof strange and useful information,free.#
Or. HARTiR’a Iron Tonio is for Bale- by au

I.

McCLURE,

-•—DealerIn-*-

Sewing Machines,

sold through agents exclusively.It is
designed, not only to serve the popular
ff%|0O
taste and want in giving, exhaustively,
MID MDSICM INSTRUMENTS.
the facts In the boyhood and manhood of
the Candidates—their private Lives and
Public Services— but to have a more enduring interest than the ordinary camJN
OUTOF order.
paign book. To this end the publishers
and<y
no
equa1'
nave engaged on the work a corps of
skilleddesigners and engraversto elegantly and profuselyillustrate the scenes and
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere'
incidents In the lives of these eminent
8-ly
men, now so prominentlybefore the peo- 1 30 UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.
have received a large Spring stock of
ple. Personal anecdotes and reminisgoods, consisting of
cences will constitute a leading and cerV MASS.
Sale.
W.
tainly a most entertaining and instructive
FOR SALE BY
Dress Goods*
Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (4th),, A. D.
feature of thia timely work.
Cottons*
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and 8ary C.
Col. Triplett has marked ability, and
bis wife, to George W. Joecelyn, and recorded
Tickings.
eojeys especial distinction as a BiographiCO.,
August second (2nd),A. D. 1870, In the office of
Prints*
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michical writer. While exhaustive in the recidoalara in
gan, in Liber 11 of Mortgages,on page 401, upon
tal ef facts, his powers of analysis,and
which mortgage there Is claimed to be due, at the
his keen insight into the philosophy of
date of this notice,four hundred and ninetyPAPER, Hosiery*
The only reed ioBtruineut made having
events ond measures, give him special
seven dollars and nineteen centa ($407.18.)and
Corsets.
—
and—
no suit or proceeding!at law or in equity having the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
prominence among American writers oi
been Inatltutedto recover the debt or any part nearest approach in tone to^that of the
personal history. It is not too much to
thereof secured by said mcrtmge, now. therefore, by
pipe organ.
say that be is better preparedfor the work
LADIES’ AUD BEHTS'
°.\Zl
IS
River
St..
Holland.
Jttich.
in hand than any other American author.
Tt the book agent this rare combinaSII.H;
Qf Septembgri /flM|
for the working class. Send 10 cents
tion of authentichistory, pictorial illusid we will mill jon frtt,
tration and brilliantauthorship, will at
at one o'clock Id the afternoomofsaid day, at the
• royal,valuable box of sample goods
________ ______
Tho Boot 1m tko World!
front door of the Court Houae of Ottawa County.
once suggest the universal demand It will
that will pat yon In the way of makMichigan, in the city of Grand Haven, la said Every Machine warranted for five years.
create, and aloe the advantagesin Interest ing more money In a few days than you ever
County, there will beaold at public auction or venthought possible at any basinets.Capital not reit haa over the ordinary campaign book,
due, to the highest bidder the premisesIn aald
qaired. we will start yon. Yon can work all the
mortgage deecribed, or ao much thereaf as will
nnd the grind opportunity it offers for time or in spare time only. The work is univerA full stock of
satisfy aald debt and the Interest and expense A full line of sewing mscblne merchanprofitableagency. We advertise it in an- sally adapted to both sexes, yeung and old. Yon
of this advertisement and aale, via.: The
can easilyearn from 50 eeata to $5 every craning
dise constantly on hand.
other column.
•ovtheast quarter (X of the northwest quarter (*)
That all who want work may test the busiaees, we
and the southwest quarter Oi) of the northeast
make this unparalleledoffer;to all who are not
Tn Secret Art of Beauty lies not in cos- well satisfied we wilt send fl to pay for the troeble
always on hand.
is

SPRING
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^
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G.YANPOTTEMSOHS

Mortgage

MEYER, BROUWER

HUE, mu, m
BTTXtXAXj GASKETS.

and
Ginghams

Hamburg Edgings

HAHDKERCH1EPS,

AND

GOLD WSiS

__

GENTS’

COTTON!

White Sewing Machine!

NECKWEAR!

GHOCEH/IBS

of writing ue. rill particulars, directions, ate.,
metics, but only in pure blood and healthy sent free. Fortuuee win he made hr those who
their whole time to the work. Great success
action of the vital organs, to be ebtained
Italy sure. Don't delay. Start now. AdBtwsor A Co.. PoriJaad. Maine.
by Burdock Blood Bitten.
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Please can, examine goods, and ascertain pricea

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March

97, 1884.
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